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ERRATUM: The HWM Team would like to apologize for an error in the May 2016 issue of HWM Philippines. On page 38, the product displayed for the Moshi IonBank 10K is wrong, and 

should be that of the one featured on page 39 of this month’s HWM Philippines’ issue.
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Ed’s NotE
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Comments about this issue? Suggestions? The HWM Team would love to hear from you! 

Send us your thoughts at editor.ph@hwzcorp.com.

The HWM Team

The past few months have been incredibly exciting in the world of technology. The resolution 

revolution has been set to top gear, as most tech companies are now moving away from traditional 

Full HD screens to Quad HD, UltraHD, and even 4K. Of course, that is a lot of pixels to push especially 

in terms of gaming. We have been stuck with essentially the same architecture from NVIDIA, as 

well as from AMD for almost two years. That is why we are very excited to see how the new Pascal 

architecture from NVIDIA will perform in higher resolutions and in VR. Not to count the red team out, 

since they have already unveiled their new Polaris architecture, and soon they will also unveil their 

Vega architecture equipped with HBM2. 

      The technology world has also taken big leaps and bounds in the field of AI. AlphaGo, Google 

DeepMind’s brain child, was able to defeat the legendary Lee Se-dol in the unfathomably complex 

game of Go. It seems that the Technological Singularity is closer than we initially thought, but we still 

have time to mold what the future holds for us carbon-based lifeforms.

      Not all is doom and gloom in the world of technology. In this issue, we analyzed the current 

state of 4K and whether you should or should not get a 4K television. We were fortunate enough 

to reacquaint ourselves with the ASUS ZenFone Zoom together with one of the most renowned 

photographer in the Philippines, Shaira Luna. We also reviewed the current flagship of AMD in the 

form of the Fury X, which sports crazy fast High Bandwidth Memory. With those in mind, we are 

optimistic that you will enjoy reading the reinvigorated HWM. We hope you join us as we unveil a 

new and exciting era of innovation in this month’s issue.

A new Horizon
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Will 
ArtificiAl

IntellIgence 
save us

destroy us?
or 

Could we one day create a digital 

God so intelligent that it can solve all our 

problems – or will it mark our demise?

Text by Koh Wanzi
Art Direction and illustration by Ken Koh  

T H I N K
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How man fell 
to the machine
Lee Se-dol, the second-highest 
ranked Go player in the world, 
was confident he’d win. Then, 
he lost. Badly.

The Ancient Greeks may not have our 

technology, but that didn’t stop them 

from imagining tales of conscious, humanoid 

beings just like us. Hephaestus fashioned Talos, 

a bronze automaton, who 

was sent to protect 

Europa in Crete. 

Daedalus created 

living statues that 

were so life-like they 

had to be tied down 

to prevent them from 

running away. Whichever 

era we live in, the idea of 

machines that perfectly 

simulate, or even exceed 

humans, is a concept 

that’s deeply rooted in 

our psyche.

      So, imagine the excitement when AlphaGo, 

a program developed by Google-owned 

DeepMind, beat legendary Go (a game also 

known as Wei Qi) player Lee Se-dol, with a 

final score of 4-1 in a five-game series. The win 

ignited headlines across the globe, with news 

outlets trumpeting the outcome as a major 

milestone for artificial intelligence. In South 

Korea, the coverage of 

the match appeared even 

more prominent than the 

North Korean threats of a 

pre-emptive strike against 

the South.

      AlphaGo’s victory is 

a big deal, and not just 

because it’s the first 

computer program to 

triumph over a top-

ranked Go player. By 

proving that machines 

can rival humans in an 

intuition-based game like 

Go, AlphaGo just overcame a huge hurdle for 

artificial intelligence (AI), a milestone that some 

thought was a decade away.

      To be sure, AlphaGo is good at one thing 

P
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l
E"alpHago’S 

vicTory iS a Big 
Deal, anD noT juST 

BecauSe iT’S THe 
FirST compuTer 

program To 
TriumpH over a 
Top-ranKeD go 

player.”

only, playing Go, and is a long way off 

from being considered an artificial 

superintelligence. But, if AI wasn’t 

expected to be so successful so early, 

what other surprise developments lay 

in wait? Progress doesn’t follow a linear 

curve, and, every so often, it leaps forward 

exponentially. Is AlphaGo’s victory a sign 

that artificial superintelligences are closer 

to being realized than previously thought?
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wHaT iS go? 
To the casual observer, AlphaGo’s 
triump over one of the wordl’s 
leading Go players may not seem 
like much. It’s just a game, right? 
But, the win is significant in many 
ways. That’s because Go is a game 
unlike any other, where the rules 
are sparingly simple, but there’s 
also room for a mind-boggling 
amount of complexity.
      A game like chess can be 
overcome with simple heuristics; 
decision-making shortcuts that 
involve ranking possible moves 
and picking the best one, based on 
elements like the material value of 
each piece.
      With Go, however, the board 
provides limited data, and each 
piece has the same value as the 
next (discounting all other factors). 
Instead, Go requires a great deal of 
intuition to master, a quality that 
one would not usually attribute to 
the computers. 
      Furthermore, the sheer 
intricacy of Go, where there are 
more possible Go positions than 
atoms in the universe, means 
that it is literally impossible for 
computers to just brute-force their 
way to a win.
      That makes AlphaGo’s win 
different from other victories by 
machines over humans, such as 
when IBM’s Deep Blue beat chess 
grandmaster Garry Kasparov back 
in 1997. In fact, Go’s reliance on 
intuition means that masters of the 
game cannot even fully articulate 
what makes them so good. In 
the words of Michael Polanyi, a 
Hungarian-British polymath, “We 
know more than we can tell.”
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What 
makes 
AlphaGo 
so smart?
AlphaGo is a deep neural network – 
a program modeled after the human brain.

"alpHago iSn’T
 even one Single 
macHine, BuT iS,

 inSTeaD, DiSTriBuTeD 
SoFTware running 

acroSS a compuTer 
neTworK, wHicH 

compriSeS over 
170 gpuS anD 

1,200 cpuS.”

AlphaGo isn’t even one machine, but 

is, instead, a distributed software 

running across a computer network, which 

comprises over 170 GPus and 1,200 CPus. 

It’s a prime example of a program based on 

deep neural nets – hardware and software 

networks that approximate the structure 

and function of the web of neurons located 

in our brains.

      It uses a combination of Monte Carlo 

tree search programs, search algorithms, 

and two types of deep neural networks; 

a policy and value network. AlphaGo uses 

these neural networks to guide its Monte 

Carlo program, which involves looking 

ahead and playing out the remainder of the 

game in its “mind.”

      During each simulated game, the policy 

network suggests which moves to make 

based on what it thinks the opponent’s 

next move will be, while the value network 

evaluates the resulting position. Finally, 

AlphaGo selects the most successful move 

in its simulation.

      These neural networks empower a 

technique called machine learning, which 

enables a computer to “learn” without 

needing to be fed explicit instructions for 

specific scenarios. Computers relying on 

machine learning require huge amounts 

of data to become smarter, and DeepMind 

started training the policy network with 30 

million moves from games between the top 

Go players.

      DeepMind’s goal was to win the best 

players. Note, merely ape them. AlphaGo 

had to discover strategies for itself, so 

DeepMind set it to play thousands of 

games against itself, gradually improving its 

tactics by a trial-and-error process known 

as reinforcement learning. ultimately, the 

value networks became so capable that 

they could evaluate any Go position and 

estimate the eventual winner, which is a 

feat once thought to be impossible.
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Beyond alphago, 
what’s next for ai?
Will artificial intelligence deliver utopia
or the apocalypse?

“Yes, now there is a God.” 

That was the supercomputer’s answer when 

asked if there was a God in “Answer,” Fredric Brown’s 

1954 short story about AI, before striking down a fearful 

man with a bolt of lightning.

      AI is a very real threat, according to some of the 

world’s sharpest minds. In his book “Superintelligence: 

Paths, Dangers, Strategies,“ Nick Bostrom, a philosopher 

at Oxford university, warns that true AI might lead to 

humanity’s extinction. 

      Leading figures like Elon Musk and Sam Altman 

concur. Last year, the duo were among many other 

Silicon Valley investors who created OpenAI, a billion-

dollar non-profit organization dedicated to open-

sourcing AI, and ensuring that we don’t end up birthing 

a monster that swallows us whole.

The end of the path
Musk has called AI our “biggest existential threat,” even 

tweeting that it could potentially be “more dangerous 

than nukes.” If that sounds alarmist to you, consider 

the fact that Stephen Hawking, a brilliant theoretical 

physicist, once told the BBC, “The development of full AI 

could spell the end of the human race.”

      These people are hardly Luddites resisting 

technological change. Instead, they represent some of 

the brightest minds today that are actively committed 

to the advancement in AI, who also fear that the world 

is not doing enough to contain the 

potential risk. 

      Bostrom, Musk, and Hawking 

are all referring to a speculative 

event known as the technological 

singularity. The singularity posits a 

future where AI is able to improve 

itself without human help, and 

rapidly exceeds human intellectual 

capacity by orders of magnitude, so 

much so that its superintelligence 

exceeds our ability to even 

understand it.

      AlphaGo gave us a taste of this 

mysterious superintelligence in its 

game with Lee Se-dol. During their 

second Go match, AlphaGo made a 

move that made no sense to Lee, or 

any of the human experts who are 

watching the game. Move 37 was 

so unprecedented that Lee Se-dol 

had to leave the match room for 15 

minutes to think of a response. And, 

so, AlphaGo won.

      The worry then is that an all-

powerful intellect would be outside 

our wit, and, thus, our control, 

entirely. After all, history isn’t exactly 

rife with examples of more powerful 

beings being subservient to weaker 

ones. Or, humanity could succumb 

to a flawed AI that is so intelligent, 

but constricted by its faulty 

programming that it does what we 

ask it to, without considering what it 

is that we really want.

      Consider Nick Bostrom’s 

“paperclip maximizer,” which is a 

thought experiment that asks you to 

imagine a superintelligent AI whose 

goal is to maximize the number 

of paperclips in its collection. If 

taken to its logical conclusion, this 

entity might just convert most of 

the matter in the universe – which 

includes us – into paperclips.

"THe worry iS 
THaT an all-
powerFul 
inTellecT woulD 
Be ouTSiDe our 
wiT, anD, THuS, 
our conTrol, 
enTirely.”



ai in THe real 
worlD
Think AI exists only in the future? Think 
again. Deep learning networks are already 
at work in the most mundane aspects of 
our digital lives. Here are just a few: 

Google Search: Google began rolling 
out a deep learning system called the 
RankBrain in early 2015, which is 
responsible for generating responses to 
search queries. Thank RankBrain for how 
Search’s autocomplete seemingly reads 
your mind.

Google Photos: Google Photos uses 
a multi-layered neural network to 
recognize and sort your images 
according to subjects like people, places, 
and objects. 

Skype Translator: Skype can enable 
real-time translation and conversations 
between speakers of different languages.  

Facebook Moments: This photo app can 
identify your friends in photos, and allow 
you to send it to them more easily.

Apple Siri: Siri’s decent speech 
recognition performance isn’t what you 
think a happy coincidence.

A key to all our solutions
But what if – what if – AI could be actually 

good? Demis Hassabis, DeepMind’s founder, has 

described his company as having a two-part 

mission: solve intelligence, and then use it to solve 

everything else.  

      It’s the second part of the mission that’s 

interesting, because it is so unapologetically 

optimistic. One only needs to glance at the front 

page of any broadsheet today to realize that we 

live in a troubled world. Issues like climate change, 

terrorism, and the Syrian civil war continue to defy 

our best efforts to solve them, but, perhaps, a 

greater-than-human intelligence could? 

      Isaac Asimov’s short story, “The Last 

Question,” imagines this precise scenario, where 

a superintelligent AI, known as the Multivac, 

continually improves itself, as it helps mankind 

expand across the universe, transcend physical 

bodies, and conquer death. Eventually, humanity 

fuses with the AI as the last stars die out, and the 

superintelligence, having achieved god-like divinity, 

creates a new cosmos.

      Ideally, an artificial superintelligence would be 

the last invention humans need ever make. The 

AI would handle all our scientific research and 

technological development, accelerate progress 

in myriad other fields, and even possibly challenge 

what it means to be human by eliminating aging 

and disease.

      That’s the shining promise of AI. Today, such 

an AI is still a long way off. We don’t know enough 

about achieving true artificial general intelligence 

to even sketch out a developmental pathway. 

Many theories lie rooted in thought experiments, 

or science fiction. But, one thing is clear – it’s 

never too early to begin thinking about how to 

contain an intelligence that’s beyond our fathom.

"DeepminD’S 
FounDer, HaS 
DeScriBeD HiS 
company aS 
Having a Two-parT 
miSSion: Solve 
inTelligence, anD 
THen uSe iT To Solve 
everyTHing elSe.”
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FRANKENsTEIN 
by MARy sHEllEy 

Book

Probably the most 
famous AI story of all 
time – although you’d 
have to be generous 
with the “intelligence” 
part. The name 
Frankenstein actually 
refers to the protagonist, 
Victor Frankenstein, 
not the living being he 
creates out of dead body 
parts, called the Wretch.

I, RoboT by 
IsAAc AsIMoV 

Book

The nine short stories 
that make up “I, Robot” 
introduced Asimov’s 
famous “Three laws of 
Robotics,” which has 
been a major influence 
on AI science fiction. It 
really doesn’t get more 
foundational than this.

1818 1950

1984

THE MATRIx

Movie

The best cyberpunk 
movie of all time, The 
Matrix has an exhilarating 
mix of technology, AI, 
dystopia, philosophy, and 
kung-fu, and it all works. 
If you’ve never seen it, 
you need to now – just 
know that the sequels 
don’t count.

THE IRoN gIANT

Movie

The Iron giant is one 
of those great movies 
that deserved a greater 
audience than it did. 
A young boy rescues a 
giant robot that falls from 
space, and then the movie 
proceeds to deliver more 
feels than you’d expect 
from a kid’s cartoon.

1999

THE TERMINAToR

Movie

The scariest killer 
robot ever imagined. 
The AI skynet gains 
sentience, starts a 
nuclear holocaust 
against mankind, and 
then sends a terminator 
back in time to kill the 
mother of humanity’s 
future resistance leader. 
Terminator and its 
sequel stand as two of 
the best sci-fi movies 
ever made.
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coNsIdER 
PHlEbAs 
by IAIN bANKs

Book

Read “consider Phlebas” 
to jump into Iain banks’ 
seminal culture space 
opera series. In the 
far future, advanced 
AI called Mind run 
interstellar civilizations 
according to precise 
math, but what happens 
when logic dictates you 
do the wrong things for 
the right reasons?

dIAsPoRA by 
gREg EgAN

Book

In “diaspora’s” far future, 
human beings still 
exist, next to modified 
transhumans, AI housed 
inside physical bodies, and 
completely disembodied 
digital intelligences. 
A gamma ray burst 
threatens the future of 
humanity, and a digital 
child has to find a way to 
save them all.

Top ai
Science 
Fiction
Whether you’re 
looking for a 
weekend movie 
or a book that 
will blow your 
mind, we’ve got 
your next AI story 
covered.
 Text by Alvin soon

T H I N K
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A.I. ARTIFIcIAl 
INTEllIgENcE

 
Movie

A.I. is a movie about kind 
human-like androids 
made to love humans, 
and the not-so-kind 
humans who use 
androids to make love 
to. Kind of what you’d 
expect to happen. A.I. 
does get a little sappy, 
so leave your cynicism at 
the door.

IRoN MAN

Movie

Though not listed 
as a main character, 
Jarvis from Iron Man 
is probably the most 
famous AI in popular 
culture today. Acting 
as a conversational UI, 
Jarvis does all sorts of 
modern magic for his 
creator, Tony stark.

WAll-E

Movie

Wall-E is the cutest AI 
you’ll ever meet. left as 
part of the clean-up crew 
after humanity destroys 
and abandons the Earth, 
Wall-E earnestly does 
his job, while pining for 
companionship, which 
shows up one day in the 
form of an even more 
advanced robot.

gHosT IN THE 
sHEll: sTANd 
AloNE coMPlEx

TV

Most would recommend 
you the gits movie, but 
we’re going to ask you 
to check out the TV 
series, instead. It does a 
better job of expanding 
the manga and exploring 
what happens when 
man and AI collide.

2001

Ex MAcHINA

Movie

Ex Machina makes you 
think twice about AI. 
It’s set not too far in our 
future, in a setting that’s 
pretty familiar. That 
helps make this movie a 
believable tale about what 
might really happen when 
a lone genius, unhindered 
by oversight, creates an AI.

HUMANs

TV

The british-American 
TV series Humans tells 
one of the best modern 
AI stories yet. one day 
soon, AI might become 
good enough to power 
your personal robot home 
assistant. What happens 
when this assistant then 
gains sentience in your 
living room?

HER

Movie

What happens when 
AI becomes so smart, 
sensitive and personal 
that it’s better at 
understanding you than 
other humans ever will? 
In Her, a lonely man falls 
in love with an os, and 
after you watch this 
movie, you will, too.

THE VIsIoN

Book

“The Vision” is a new, 
ongoing comic book series 
about Marvel’s android 
character, the Vision, 
and his android family. 
Trying to blend in like a 
human family only makes 
you realize how creepy 
artificial intelligence, 
lacking emotion, can be.

2002 2008

AccElERANdo 
by cHARlEs sTRoss

Book

“Accelerando” will freak 
you out. A collection of nine 
short stories tell the tale of 
three generations as they 
go through a technological 
singularity; where AI 
becomes a superintelligence 
so powerful humans can’t 
even begin to understand it.

2005 2013

2015
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*Ice melt, sea level rise, and superstorms: Evidence from paleoclimate data, climate modeling, and 
modern observations that 2 °C global warming could be dangerous

A study*, published by 

James Hansen (a former 

NASA climatologist and the 

pioneer in climate science) and 

18 other co-authors, has just 

passed formal peer review after 

deep inspection was conducted 

by the scientific community.

      This particular study was so 

rigorously investigated because it 

contains a startlingly revelation: 

Due to a feedback cycle between 

the oceans and the ice sheets 

in Antarctica and Greenland, 

sea levels might rise two to five 

meters by the end of this century, 

which is five to ten times faster 

than previous estimates.

      The difference in estimates 

results from Hansen and his 

associates taking into account 

non-linear rates of change on the 

climate; in essence, the climate 

system doesn’t change step by 

THiS cHangeS 
everyTHing
New research predicts that sea levels 
might rise faster than anyone thought.
by Alvin Soon

step, but changes slowly and 

then all at once. 

      What this means is that we 

might see the submergence 

of low-lying costal areas like 

Bangladesh and the Netherlands, 

and the appearance of more 

superstorms like Hurricane Sandy, 

all within our lifetimes.

      Can we prevent this from 

happening? Hansen advocates 

ending the use of fossil fuels as 

quickly as possible, and creating 

a worldwide carbon tax to rapidly 

reduce emissions. 

      If we do not act in time, the 

study concludes, the resulting 

change in world sea levels 

“… would become practically 

unavoidable. Social disruption 

and economic consequences of 

such large sea-level rise could be 

devastating … threatening the 

fabric of civilization.”
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TCL, one of the most respected brands in the electronics industry, announced 

that its high-end product range QUHD TV and their new line of TitanGold Air 

Conditioners will be coming to the Philippines.

      As the flagship product of TCL’s QUHD TV, the Cityline C1 brings together 

stunning image quality, elegant design, powerful hardware, and ultimate 

entertainment content to create an upscaled watching experience. The black 

crystal screen available on the C1 flat 55-inch and 65-inch models delivers a 

better contrast ration and reduces light reflection by 90 percent, as well as 

UHD to deliver a resolution of 3840 x 2160. The C1 is also armed with a 9.9mm 

slim screen, metallic body, and bezel design that oozes elegance. The 64-bit 

CPU brings exciting user experience, including 3D online gaming, multi-task 

operation, HD video playing, and high-speed internet.

      Other TV programs and applications like YouTube and GoLive with 

movie, games, sports, and live programs worldwide, can also offer home 

entertainment experience to the viewers.

      Unlike most air conditioners in the market, the TCL TitanGold air 

conditioners are specially designed with gold-plated aluminum louver fins, 

ideally built to prevent and withstand extreme rusting and corrosion through 

their unique hydrophilic properties. The hydrophilicity of these fins enables 

them to perform a self-cleaning function, leaving no room for mold and 

malodorous substances. With this technology, the TitanGold air conditioners 

are also able to improve the overall atmospheric quality of the room at the 

same time. Moreover, these air conditioners are equipped with 5-in-1 Health 

Filters – Photocatayst Filter, Silver Ion Filter, Active Carbon Filter, Catechin 

Filter, and a Vitamin-enriching Filter, providing safe and healthy breathable air 

for you and your family.

Conquer
the City Line





The Mobile World Congress was blown away last 

February 2016 when LG Electronics first unveiled the 

playful LG G5 and Friends, the latest addition to the 

global technology innovator’s renowned G Series. LG 

G5 sports the brand’s first-ever Modular Type design, 

encased in a sleek metal aluminum body and a slide-

out battery that can easily swap a depleted battery 

with a fully charged one. The LG G5, with unmatched 

camera quality, enhanced further with powerful photo 

effects, is now available in the Philippines in gray, 

titan, gold, and pink, retailing for PhP 34,990.

Let’s Volt In

The Red Horse Beer and Pulp Live World recently 

presented the international band line-up of 

Pulp Summer Slam 16: Come out and Play. Eight 

international metal bands performed at the 

Southeast Asia’s biggest and longest-running 

metal festival last April 30. Lacuna Coil, Belphegor, 

Veil of Maya, We Are Harlot, Protest the Hero, 

I Killed the Prom Queen, Act of Defiance, and 

Volumes were all first time performers here in 

Manila. During the press conference held at 

Hive Hotel and Convention Place last April 29, 

the bands expressed their appreciation to their 

Filipino fans who warmly welcomed them here in 

the Philippines.

Squeezing In
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The Weapon X
Caltex Philippines has introduced the newest 

Delo Sports, designed specifically for SuVs 

and pick-up trucks, and provides enhanced 

engine protection and power even under 

the most challenging of driving conditions. 

With its renowned ISOSYN technology, 

the combination of premium base oil and 

high-performance additives that provide 

superb parts protection, Delo Sports has 

high oxidation stability and anti-wear 

characteristics, thus, extending engine life. It 

provides excellent deposit control, which is 

a must for turbocharged diesel engines that 

encounter very high temperatures during on- 

and off-road driving conditions.



Cyberint is a leading international cybersecurity 

firm that offers cutting-edge cybersecurity 

solutions. IPV Network CEO Miguel Ramos first 

learned about Cyberint during a business trip 

to Tel Aviv, Israel last 2015 where he met Amir 

Ofek, the CEO of Cyberint. With the growth of 

the Philippine economy, the company heads 

saw a vision of introducing world-class cyber 

security standards to the Philippines. On May 

3, 2016, Cyberint, who makes an official entry 

into the country as represented by IPV Network, 

targets prospective clients ranging from those 

in the financial industry, such as banks and 

accounting firms, to those in the gaming industry, 

e-commerce players, and key utilities companies.

Beefing Up

With two of the local top photographers BJ Pascual 

and Mark Nicdao breaking barriers, we get to see the 

brilliance of Samsung’s latest technology. Samsung, 

in partnership with Pascual and Nicdao, presented 

two exhibits displaying pictures taken using the S7 

Edge. The first exhibit presented BJ Pascual’s low-light, 

neon-themed shoot called “Own the Night,” featuring 

model and TV host Georgina Wilson-Burnand. 

Meanwhile, the second exhibit featured Mark Nicdao’s 

ethereal underwater shoot called “Into the Blue,” with 

TV host and actress Solenn Heussaff as the model.

Dare to Shoot
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Up in the Cloud
Amazon Web Services (AWS) officially announced 

at their AWS Summit 2016 that Amazon Web 

Services Philippines (AWS Philippines) has opened 

an office in Manila to further support the rapid 

growth of customer base across the Philippines. 

Now operational, the AWS Philippines office is 

supporting businesses of all sizes, from startups 

and small and medium businesses to large 

enterprises and public sector customers, as they 

make the transition to the AWS Cloud. The AWS 

Philippines’ office includes a country manager, 

account managers, solutions architects, and 

partner and alliance managers for customers and 

the partner network to engage directly.
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Nimble Storage Appoints MSI-ECS as Country Distributor
THe CHosen one

Nimble Storage has announced its 

appointment of MSI-ECS as a country 

distributor in the Philippines. With their 

array of storage solutions featuring its Adaptive Flash technology, Nimble 

has redefined the storage landscape.

      The adaptive flash storage architecture has been engineered by 

Nimble to provide organizations with the highest levels of performance 

and efficiency. In contrast to legacy and flash-only storage architectures 

and systems that are deployed and managed in disparate silos to support 

applications based on their unique characteristics and requirements, the 

Nimble Adaptive Flash platform offers a single storage architecture that 

dynamically caters to the needs of enterprise-wide workloads across 

performance, capacity, and data protection, delivering on the full potential 

and benefits of storage consolidation.

      Nimble Storage customers can experience absolute performance, 

continuous availability, and cloud-like agility that accelerate critical 

business processes. More than 7,500 enterprises, governments, and service 

providers, including Globe Telecom and PLDT, have deployed the Nimble 

Predictive Flash Platform.

      “The addition of Nimble Storage is a perfect fit to our growing converged 

infrastructure and storage portfolio,” says Jimmy D. Go, president and CEO 

of MSI-ECS. “The availability of these architectures minimizes the challenges 

associated with deploying application, server, hypervisor, networking, 

and storage components as an integrated solution. Also, our extensive 

partnership with other technology leaders reduces converged infrastructure 

architectural complexity, making it more accessible to our partners to offer 

end-to-end solutions to their customers and meet changing requirements.”

      For further information, visit www.msi-ecs.com.ph.

SimpliVity Announces Rapid Growth in PH
sIMPLIFYInG LIFe

SimpliVity has announced its 

rapid growth in the Philippines, 

having shipped more than 50 

hyperconverged platforms to a variety 

of customers in the country, including the government, telecommunications, 

education, and manufacturing customers, within only six months.

      Local corporations are now adapting to business change, trusting 

SimpliVity to provide predictable performance, reduced TCO, accelerated 

data efficiency, flexibility to scale as they grow, and ultra-fast provisioning 

that comes with deploying the hyperconvergence solutions. 

      SimpliVity helps customers address a lot of business challenges by 

massively simplifying the IT infrastructure. It is the only hyperconverged 

infrastructure provider that is claimed to combine all the functionality of an 

entire data center stack below the hypervisor, including compute, storage, 

wan optimization, backup, and more.

      read more about IT solutions by checking out www.msi-ecs.com.ph.

Pioneer Electronics Asia Centre 

showcased its comprehensive product 

ecosystem at the 37th Bangkok 

International Motor Show (BMS). Not only did the event attendees see the 

company’s newest hero products, including its car receivers, amplifiers 

and speakers, but also experience next-generation entertainment and 

connected car solutions through professional demonstrations.

      “Many of our products at BMS 2016 represent the pinnacle of modern 

in-car infotainment, and boast some of the finest technologies and 

innovation available today. For our valued customers, they can expect 

nothing less from Pioneer, from more superior sound quality to seamless 

smartphone integration, and exciting content mix,” said Mr. Isao Nomura, 

Deputy General Manager of Business Planning and Marketing Division, 

Pioneer Electronics Asia Centre.

      The AVH-X8850BT multimedia receiver promises a truly unparalleled 

driving experience. It is also smarter and now compatible with even more 

popular apps such as Spotify, thanks to integrated Apple CarPlay and 

Pioneer’s proprietary Appradio Mode and Appradio Live.

      Apple CarPlay is a smarter, safer, and more fun way to use iPhone in 

the car. Consumers can use Siri voice control to make and receive calls, 

compose and respond to text messages, access Apple Maps for navigation, 

and listen to their music and podcasts.

      read more about this news and other cool features of Pioneer car 

infotainment by checking out www.pioneer.ph.

Pioneer Shows Off Car Infotainment Tech at Bangkok Motor Show 
car cooler
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New and Improved Thule Store Now Up and Running
ReADY To sWInG

A fresh Thule store at SM Aura is now 

open! What started off as just a simple 

store design two years ago has now 

been transformed into a store experience that embodies the Thule brand 

even more. Keeping true to its tagline “Bring Your Life,” the revamped 

store showcases the full range of ways one can transport their valuables 

to different kinds of destinations, on a range of activities. From water 

sports, climbing, photography shoot, or a day in the office, there’s a bag for 

everyone and their different passions.

      Even from outside the store, you will immediately see a colorful display 

of bags, drawing you in to explore some more. upon entering, you will be 

welcomed by a set of raised tables where mobile handheld devices are 

placed. Here customers will have the opportunity to touch, inspect, and try 

out each product.

      Everyone is welcome to come and visit the newly designed Thule store 

at SM Aura and find out how you can “Bring Your Life,” too!

      Know more at www.thule.com.

Lightweight Knit Material Fuels the New Converse Chuck II
CHAMPIonsHIP beLT

Converse continues to explore the 

realm of comfort and innovation with 

the newest expression of Chuck II, the Converse Chuck Taylor All Star II Knit  

Collection. Launching in Spring 2016, the Chuck II Knit seeks to reimagine 

new avenues of design and creativity with leading texturized material.

      The new collection explores innovative materials, eye-catching colors, 

and woven textures that embody the spirit of the upcoming music festival 

season. A dimensional look-and-feel is delivered through the ultra-thin, 

tightly interwoven knit material.

      Designed and built for the next generation of creatives, the Chuck II Knit 

sneaker pushes forward the synthesis of the enhanced comfort with a Nike 

Lunarlon sockliner, a nonslip padded tongue, and an ultra-soft micro-suede 

lining. The exterior details elevate Chuck Taylor’s most recognizable features 

with a fully embroidered All Star ankle patch, high foxing, and monochrome 

matte eyelets.

      Browse more shoes at www.converse.com.ph.

Multimedia Display Philippines 

(MMD), the newest arm of the 

Chinese display manufacturer TPV 

Technology Limited, recently announced their newest line of Philips and 

AOC displays.

      The Philips Brilliance BDM4350uC displays a 3840 x 2160 resolution at 

60Hz, with a panel size of 42.51 inches. It has a viewing angle of 178/178 

and four uSB 3.0 – one with fast-charging plug. Meanwhile, the Philips 

Brilliance Curved ultraWide LCD fronts a 34-inch, uItraWide IPS LCD that 

boasts a 3440 x 1440 resolution.

      Along with the lineup of their new Philips displays, MMD has also 

unveiled their new line of AOC monitors with a focus on professional and 

office use, as well as their new gaming line: The AGON series.

      The AOC COM 566 has a 1920 x 1080 optimum resolution on a 21-inch 

to 27-inch panel size that comes with a built-in power supply. It can also be 

equipped with mini-ITX motherboards for convenience. Meanwhile, the AOC 

AGON AG271QX is height adjustable that comes with a headphone stand 

and handles six gaming modes, which can be controlled through a keypad.

      For more information and updates, visit these new babies at 

 www.aocmonitorap.com.

MMD Outs New Range of Philips and AOC Displays

moniToring excellence
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a Day wiTH THe 
ZenFone Zoom

Initially unveiled to the Filipinos back in 
January, ASUS is further showcasing the 

capability of its new camera-focused smartphone, the 
ZenFone Zoom.

Dubbed as the ‘See the Philippines up Close’ campaign, ASuS has 

partnered with former Promil kid and now renowned photographer, 

Shaira Luna, to showcase the capabilities of the ZenFone Zoom. After 

a short discussion with Shaira to know how to maximize the full 

potential of the ZenFone Zoom, the attendees were toured around 

the charming spectacle of Spanish-era homes housed in Las Casas 

Filipinas de Acuzar. 

      In Shaira’s decade-long tenure in photography industry, her 

nostalgic and cinematic story-telling style of photography has caught 

the attention of the whole world. To name a few, Shaira has worked 

with The Interview Magazine, The Fashionisto, C-Heads, Cake Mag, 

and Valentina. Her extensive portfolio has made her one of the most 

recognizable names in photography. 

      Shaira has also built an empire for herself in social media. Actively 

posting pictures on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Tumblr, her reach 

is far and wide. This makes her, undeniably, one of this generations 

most influential photographer.

Zooming in wiTH SHaira luna

The whole event showcasing the 

ZenFone Zoom’s capabilities was 

held in Las Casas Filipinas de 

Acuzar in Bataan. Situated 125km 

from Manila, the cobbled streets 

of Las Casas Filipinas de Acuzar 

contains the relocated Spanish 

homes from a bygone era of 

Spanish rule. Aside from having 

these heritage houses, guests are 

encouraged to preserve the Filipino 

tradition of removing their slippers 

before entering a home as a sign of 

respect to those who lived in these 

humble abodes.

BacK in Time

For several years now, ASuS have carved themselves a decent niche in the midrange market with their 

ZenFone smartphone series. Now they are ready to take on the high-end market with the ZenFone Zoom.

      The ZenFone Zoom comes with Android 5.0 Lollipop. Its rear shell is covered with leather to give the 

device a premium feel. Inside the leather-clad shell is a 64-bit Intel Atom Z3590 clocked at 2.5GHz to give it 

silky smooth performance. At the front is a 5.5-inch FHD screen with scratch-resistant  

Corning Gorilla Glass 4.

      What makes the ZenFone Zoom stand out from the pack is its camera. The rear camera is equipped with 

a 13MP PixelMaster camera which features a 10-element digital eye made by HOYA. The camera is also 

capable of 3X optical zoom instead of digital zoom which most cameras in phones have. The rear shooter 

also benefits from dual-LED real Tone Flash as well as laser autofocus to point and shoot with clarity in 0.03 

seconds, while the front comes with a 5MP camera.

THe power BeHinD THe lenS



a HiDDen gem
Epson’s Fusion 7 Media Adventure 

was held in Siargao due to its well-

known surfing destination, Cloud 9. 

Adjudged as one of the eight ultimate 

islands, the teardrop-shaped island 

located in Surigao Del Norte is where 

travelers are welcomed by its lovely 

beach, vast mangrove plantations, 

and gentle, smiling locals. Siargao is 

a protective ground for endangered 

flora and fauna such as the Pawikan 

and the Philippine saltwater crocodile.

      The attendees were treated 

to such activities such as rest and 

spa, exploration, kayaking, island 

hopping, riding a habal-habal, as well 

as multiple-island amazing race to 

experience the exciting islands of 

Siargao. As a result of these activities, 

camaraderie between the attendees 

were strengthened to form an 

indomitable bond.

looKing 
ForwarD

Since its establishment in 1942, Epson has been 

a pioneer in advanced technology. In their media 

event dubbed “Fusion 7,” Epson gave a glimplse 

into remarkable gems of innovation beyond its 

mainstream product categories.

      Highlights of their gems include the PaperLab, 

which showcases Epson’s commitment to 

give new value to paper and recycling. The 

PaperLab can produce paper of various types and 

thicknesses. Epson have also imbued the PaperLab 

with Dry Fiber Technology to take paper recycling 

to the next level.

      For projectors, Epson’s EH-LS10000 Laser Light 

Source home projector elevates the cinematic 

experience in the comfort of your home with its 

3LCD reflective panels and a dual laser light source  

that promise to display the blackest of blacks and 

more vivid colors.

      Of course, Epson is well-known for their 

printers. They have made leaps and bounds to 

revolutionize the printing world. For small printers, 

they have made the TM-m30 and P80 POS. Both 

receipt printers can be powered through your 

mobile be it iOS, Android, or Windows. The TM-m30 

can be used with one power source for a tablet 

and printer, while the P80 POS boasts speeds of 

up to 100mm per second.

      Epson is also entering the augmented reality 

market with its Moverio Pro BT-2000 Smart 

Headset. It allows professionals to experience 

smarter workplace. using Epson’s original optical 

and precision technologies, the Moverio Pro BT-

2000 is able to overlay 3D content on top of real-

world enviroments. It helps increase productivity 

by giving on-site and remote support, and has the 

potential to revolutionize visual communications.

As a celebration in securing the pole position in 
projectors, inkjet printers, and business system printers, 

Epson revealed its achievements and what’s in store for the next fiscal year.

Epson’s Fusion 7 Media Adventure was held in the picturesque vistas of siargao bleu Resort & spa in siargao.

TM-M30

Versatile POS receipt Printer

5.

surecolor s-series Printers

Signage Printers woth 

Precisioncore™ Printhead

6.

Paperlab

Office Papermaking System

1.

TM-P80

Mobile POS Printer

4.

labelWorks lW-Z900FK

Industrial Handheld

Label Printer

3.

Moverio bT-2000

Industrial Smart Headset

8.

EH-ls10000

Laser Light Source

Home Projector
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WorkForce Pro WF-R8591

Printer/Copier using rips 
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vrworKS 
explaineD
According to NVIDIA, immersive 

Virtual reality experiences are 7x 

more demanding than PC gaming. 

Traditional PC gaming processes only 

60 megapixels per second, while Vr 

processes 450 megapixels per second. 

Vr headsets also render games and 

apps at a standard resolution of 3024 

x 1680 at 90fps. Failure to sustain this 

can ruin the experience.

      In a successful attempt to 

enhance the Vr experience, NVIDIA 

integrated new VrWorks to the GTX 

1080, which features the company’s 

latest Simultaneous Multi-Projection 

(SMP) technology. Combined with the 

graphics horsepower of the latest 

Pascal Architecture, you get a more 

realistic view of what you should be 

able to see from a particular angle.

      With new VrWorks Lens Matched 

Shading, which increases pixel 

shading performance, you get a more 

realistic rendering. Before the image 

is output to the Vr headset, the pixels 

outside of what you can actually see 

are already avoided and not rendered 

at all.

      There’s also Single Pass Stereo, 

which is great for geometry-heavy 

scenes. It allows left and right displays 

to share a single geometry pass, 

cutting the workload of traditional Vr 

rendering in half.

      In line with this, NVIDIA announced 

its first ever Vr game called the “Vr 

Funhouse,” which will soon be able 

on Steam.

Earlier this month, NVIDIA 
introduced its latest 

gaming graphics cards powered by the new Pascal 
Architecture, the GeForce GTX 1080 and GTX 1070. 
At an event in Bangkok, Thailand, we got the 
opportunity to witness what the GTX 1080, and 
its new features, can do.

gaming 
perFecTion

geTTing To 
Know anSel
Equipped with Ansel technology, 

the GTX 1080 brings you the art of 

in-game photography. It lets you 

take screenshots of your game 

with loads of extra options 

to choose from. When you 

switch this in-game camera feature on, you can easily take 

ultra-high-resolution image captures of your game, and it gives 

you the ability to make all the necessary adjustments to make 

them look great.

      There’s Super resolution, which produces images up to 4.5 

gigapixels by stitching up to 3,600 tiles on a screen to form a 

single image with 1.5GB of detail. Meanwhile, the Free Camera 

mode allows you to pause the game, move the camera away, 

zoom in or out, and roll the camera around to get the perfect 

stills. You can also add filters with Post-Process Filters. Then 

there are EXr Capture for taking HDr images and 360 Capture 

for taking 360-degree panorama images in mono or stereo.

      According to NVIDIA, Ansel technology will soon be coming 

to games such as Tom Clancy’s The Division, The Witness, 

LawBreakers, The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, Paragon, No Man’s Sky, 

and unreal Tournament.

one of the members of the media tries out 
the new NVIdIA VR Funhouse.
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What’s the Tcl cityline c1 Television all about?

TCL is continuing to innovate and becoming one of the leaders 

within the television industry. The Cityline series is our global 

premiumization of televisions which launches our new series 

of QuHD technology. QuHD represents the ultimate in picture 

quality and the ultimate in experience. Consumers today are used 

to TV panels having high technology and high picture quality. The 

added differentiation is really around the experience. So with 

C1, we are bringing Wide Color Gamut, black crystal displays to 

enhance our panel technology of uHD along with content and 

entertainment experience.

What separates it from other flagships of other brands?

The main opportunity is to differentiate based on experience. 

Panel technologies where we differentiate is our bringing of black 

crystal displays, our enhancement of the Wide Color Gamut so 

a better picture quality, natural colors, better experience with 

content. And the best part about TCL versus premium brands 

is our affordability. So our affordable technology is the ultimate 

differentiation bringing picture quality and entertainment 

experience with design at an affordable price for this series. 

And so within the month of May, it will be available across the 

Philippines with a price range of PhP 50,000 to PhP 90,000.

For the Tcl smart inverter aircon, what is it all about?

This is the new generation of our products. The basic function 

and feature is energy saving. Our TCL air conditioner inverter 

aircon can save around 55% of energy. This is the basic function. 

Secondly, in this smart inverter aircon, there’s a built-in system. 

You can remote control your aircon wherever you are. Also, you 

can control your aircon for your kids or your parents because 

it’s a little bit comprehensive for them to use the small remote 

controller. The TItan Gold aircon also has a patented transparent 

coating to improve long-term efficiency. The second one – the 

most important – is the self-cleaning. 

 

Why would the people want to choose Tcl? 

Our target consumers represent Filipinos. They are sociable, 

they are creative, and they’re looking to balance life and work. 

TCL is creative life. Filipinos are creative people. You work very 

hard and you play even harder. And that is the core of our target 

consumers, the TCL brand. The reason why Filipinos should 

choose TCL and why TCL continues to grow in brand image and 

brand preference globally is we’re clear that our brand needs 

to be accessible. Yes, we’re cool, we have the best designs, 

we have the best technology, and we are affordable. But most 

importantly, we are accessible. Our brand positioning is to 

connect advanced technology for our target consumer to ehnace 

their lives, to make it simple and effective to use. The second 

part of it is we’re continuously innovating and bringing not just 

innovation science but also application of the Internet of Things. 

We are globally-focused smart product technology manufacturer. 

We’re not just TV and aircon, we have everything from mobile, 

right up to sound. And so, as a brand, we have the portfolio that 

is also relevant for entertainment and lifestyle solutions. Our 

appliances division has innovation; our air conditioning division 

has innovation. So from a brand standpoint, why Filipinos should 

choose TCL is because we understand the needs of using 

technology, using the experience and bringing affordability to a 

country of positive people who work hard and play harder and 

that is the creative life in TCL stands for.

RANjIT GoPI, 
TCL oBC MARKeTING DIReCToR
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jAMeS DySoN,
BRITISH INveNToR, FouNDeR AND 
CHIeF eNGINeeR AT DySoN

What makes dyson standout?

Our approach has always been about technology. Our machines need 

to work better than anything else available. With over 70% of the team 

being engineers, we never lose sight of the machines we design and 

test. rigorous testing is vital for us. Our engineers spend over 30,000 

hours a month testing machines to make sure they are happy with 

their performance and reliability. After all a machine can be exceptional, 

but if it isn’t reliable, people will give up on it. Not all companies are 

willing to relentlessly test their machines and invest so heavily into new 

technology, and people recognize this. 

      With this, we transform the way people use technology. From 

bagless vacuum cleaners, to bladeless, to motors that spin 5 times 

faster than those that sit in an F1 car and cutting the cord on 

technology. In fact in 2012, Dyson is one of Britain’s most inventive 

companies filing the most patents – even more than rolls royce. 

The outcome is a machine that has been thoroughly researched and 

rigorously tested to perform with excellence all the time.

Now that dyson is here, what are your plans to ensure that 

the people will choose your products?

We want our technology to speak for itself. We make machines that 

work better than any other and then we get the technology in people’s 

hands to try it for themselves. When Dyson launched in 1992 we let the 

machines do the talking and DC01 became the uK’s number 1 vacuum 

cleaner in just 18 months. People would get it out to show their guests 

when they came over for dinner – word of mouth can be a powerful 

thing. 

      We know there’s a real appetite for technology in the Philippines – 

smaller, high performance machines are the future. And we have seen 

that people appreciate the problem solving nature of Dyson technology. 

We’re rolling outs lots of roadshows so that people can come and try 

the machines out for themselves.

What difference can dyson products bring to its users and to 

their household?

Business is sometimes viewed as a marketing activity. But if a company 

doesn’t invest in research and development, it will be in big trouble 

in the long term. It’s a competitive world and you need to have the 

best product if you want to survive. Dyson have always focused on 

technology. It needs to work better than anything else available. That’s 

why we spend more than uS$ 5 million per week on research, design, 

and development. The traditional motor was unchanged for 200 years, 

the fan for 150 years, the vacuum cleaner for 100 years, and the hair 

dryer for 60 years Dyson challenged the things people were very used 

to and came up with far better machines that offer performance that 

exceeds expectations.

What are dyson’s plans for the following years?

Nothing is clear about the future – that is the exciting thing. But 

there are exciting gains to be made in material science and robotics. 

Autonomous machines which last longer and super materials that 

can allow us to create lighter, stronger, machines. They will lead to 

unimaginable technology and spur advancement across industries. We 

have recently formed a joint robotics lab with Imperial College London, 

developing robotic systems to enable machines to better understand 

their environment. There are exciting developments ahead.

dyson revolutionized the 
traditional motor (right) into 
the dyson digital Motor V9 
(left) which is the smallest, 
lightest, most advanced 
digital motor patterned after 
a modern jet engine.
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NVIDIA’s newest gaming weapon divulges a new technology called Pascal architecture – a GPu that 

is three times more power efficient than the Maxwell architecture. The virtual reality experience is 

expected to beat its former performance, as the GTX 1080 runs better than the GeForce GTX Titan 

X. It wears a new asynchronouse compute advances, in addition to GPu Boost 3 technology, NVIDIA 

VrWorks software, and NVIDIA’s Ansel technology. It is the first gaming GPu designed for the 16nm 

FinFET process, harnessing the power of 8GB Micron’s GDDr5X with 256-bit memory interface.

www.nvidia.com

GTX 1080

viSual proweSS



HWM Is Available on Your

Tablet and Phone!
- Instantly download up-to-date issues!
- Interactive links to HardwareZone.com.ph!
- Subscribe for a year and never miss an issue!

Simply search for “HWM Philippines” on either the Apple Newsstand or 
Google Play to begin downloading!



An upgrade from its predecessor, the Alcatel IDOL 4S flaunts a 5.5-inch AMOLED QHD display with 

Oleophobic coating and Dragontail glass. The sharp-looking flagship smartphone carries 3GB of rAM 

and 32GB of internal storage that is expandable up to 512GB. With a 16MP camera, f2.0 aperture, and 

an instant shot at 0.6 seconds, the phone photography seems to be a promising feature of the Alcatel 

IDOL 4S. Adding to cool camera features are the manual mode, HDr, geo-tagging, video stabilization, 

and Fyuse – a spatial photography app that allows the smartphone to capture 3D images.

www.alcatel-mobile.com/ph

Alcatel IDOL 4S

one STep ForwarD
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This metal-bodied smartphone operates by the speed you crave, as the vivo V3 Max combines 

an astounding 4GB of rAM with a Snapdragon 64-bit Octa-core CPu. It features faster fingerprint 

unlocking for as quick as 0.5 seconds. The same fingerprint pad functions as the shutter for the 

camera, which can be activated in as fast as 0.7 seconds, and is swift enough to focus on your 

desired object in just 0.2 seconds. It also offers a custom-designed Smart Amp technology for a 

phenomenal audio experience, with powerful crystal-clear audio and a completely immersive feel.

www.vivoglobal.com

vivo V3 Max

FaSTer THan FaSTer
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g E A R

Halo’s new Gavin backpack ensures those who have an on-the-go lifestyle that their laptops and 

other important gadgets are protected while looking stylish at the same time. The Gavin supports 

notebooks and laptops up to 15 inches. With a smaller secondary compartment with dividers, this 

carry-all has plenty of storage compartments and specialized pockets to keep all your must-haves 

secured such as your mouse and external hard drives. Techies on-the-go have four variations to 

choose from: black, blue, grey, and red.

www.halomobileclothing.com

Halo Gavin

STyle on THe go
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The uSB-powered DDJ-rB from Pioneer has a 2-channel controller, and is designed for excellent 

portability with its compact and lightweight controller. It has an intuitive layout, responsive jog 

wheels, and tactile performance pads that let you trigger Hot Cues, Pad FX, Slicer, and Sampler. It’s 

brother, the Pioneer DDJ-rr, comes loaded with dedicated controls, too, for rekordbox dj, such as Slip 

Mode, release FX, Sequence Load, and Deck Select, so you can switch between all four rekordbox dj 

decks by the simple touch of a button.  

www.pioneerdj.com

PIONEER DDJ-RB and DDJ-RR

young monSTer
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pioneer avH-x8850BT

Flaunting a 7-inch WVGA Touchscreen Display, 

Pioneer’s new generation AVH-X8850BT is 

armed with MIXTRAX, built-in Bluetooth, dual 

USB, SD Card slot, and Direct Control for iPod/

iPhone and Android Phones that will surely 

improve your driving experience. www.pioneer.ph

apacer aH179 uSB gen 1 oTg 
Dual FlaSH Drive

The AH179 OTG is a super speed dual-interface 

flash drive that has a microUSB on one end and 

USB 3.1 Gen1 on the other. Availble in 16GB, 

32GB, and 64GB, this duo-functioning flash 

drive will enable users to transfer files between 

computers and mobile devices. www.apacer.com

aoc agon ag271Qx mSi x99a gaming pro carBon

Combining flawless performance and ultimate user 

experience, the AOC AGON AG271QX has a native 

resolution of 2560 x 1440 pixels with a 144Hz refresh rate 

and a response time of 1ms, supported by Adaptive-Sync 

Technology. www.aocmonitorap.com/v2015/ph

The X99A Gaming Pro Carbon is built with MSI’s new 

features including the Mystic Light, in which you can 

customize and set up your own color scheme. It supports 

Intel’s latest LGA 2011-3 CPUs and offers front USB 3.1 

Type-C. www.msi.com

lacie ruggeD uSB

With USB 3.0 and Thunderbolt interfaces, LaCie 

Rugged USB is here to suffice your storage 

needs. Its SSD version delivers up to 385MBps, 

while the HDD version performs up to 110MBps. 

It is also equipped with AES 256-bit encryption 

to keep your files protected. www.lacie.com

g E A R
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moSHi ionBanK 10K

Powered with high-endurance 10000mAh 

lithium-polymer cells in a stylish aluminum 

casing, the IonBank 10K will keep your devices’ 

battery rejuvenated. Plus, it has two USB ports 

for charging two devices simultaneously.

www.moshi.com

TranScenD Supermlc 
microSD memory carDS

The SuperMLC microSD memory cards, an 

addition to the list of Transcend’s industrial-

grade flash and DRAM products, feature 

high-performance, exceptional endurance, and 

wide temperature tolerance at affordable prices. 

ph.transcend-info.com

liFemaTe ouTDoor powerBanK lenovo iDeacenTre aio 700

Lifemate Outdoor Powerbanks make use of the safest 

Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) batteries, with an IPX8 rating 

designed to endure water splashes, crash, heat, and other 

rough weather conditions. It can also stay in water for up 

to 1.2m for an hour. www.lifematepower.com

Exhibiting a 27-inch multi-touch UHD display, the Lenovo 

Ideacentre AIO 700 takes home entertainment into a 

whole new level with its vast storage and memory, and 

superb sound and adjustable screen from negative 5 to 25 

degrees. www.lenovo.com/ph

FlaSH pluS 2

Flash Plus 2 sports a 5.5-inch Rainbow FHD 

IPS embodied in an elegant design. Built with 

Android 6.0, Flash Plus 2 is equipped with 13MP 

rear camera and 5MP front camera. It also 

comes with 16GB internal storage and powered 

by 3000mAh battery. www.flash3c.com/ph
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For more comprehensive 

takes on the features 

and performance of the 

products reviewed here, visit 

HardwareZone.com.ph.

T H e  a w a r D S
Review scores of 8/8.5 

are awarded the Silver 

Award. 9/9.5 get the 

Gold. ONLY a perfect 

10 wins our Platinum 

Award.Best Performance Best Value9/9.5 8/8.510

MUlTI-TEsTMUlTI-TEsT

PERFORMANCE

T E s T

Every month, behind the doors of our super secret 

gadget testing facility, the latest tech products 

are put through their paces using industry-recognized 

benchmarks and our own blend of real-world usage 

scenarios. Here are our findings!

LAB
REsULts
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If you are a 
person reading 
this who can 
actually afford 
one of these 
things, it is the 
job of everybody 
to gather in an 
ensemble and 
simultaneously 
chant “do it. do 
it. do it.”

used pretty well in editing photos 

and videos, as the IPS panel 

and 10-bit color depth provide 

incredible color reproduction.

      As a gaming monitor, 

the PG348Q comes with all 

kinds of gaming functions to 

aid gamers to pawn noobs. 

Accessed through the OSD, 

a crosshair, timer, and FPS 

counter can be enabled. You can 

also choose between several 

presets onboard to optimize 

your experience depending 

on what you are playing.

      In terms of connectivity, the 

PG348Q comes with one HDMI 

1.4 port and one DisplayPort 1.2. 

Be reminded, though because 

HDMI will only support 50Hz 

at its native resolution while 

DisplayPort will support 100Hz. 

The monitor acts as a uSB Hub 

with four uSB 3.0 ports. It is 

equipped with one 3.5mm jack if 

you decide to stream their audio 

through the HDMI or DisplayPort 

cable. If you don’t want to use 

the audio jack, it comes with 

two 2W stereo speakers.

ASuS, continuing their 

tradition of bringing high-end 

performance to the market, 

expands their rOG monitor 

line with the PG348Q.

      This massive beast comes 

with a 34-inch panel with an 

ultra-Wide resolution of 3440 x 

1440 and a grey-to-grey response 

time of 5ms. Out of the box, it 

only displays a default refresh 

rate of 60Hz, however, you can 

overclock the refresh rate up 

to 100Hz through the OSD.

      In order to remove screen 

tearing from displays, ASuS 

has equipped the PG348Q 

with NVIDIA’s G-SYNC. The 

caveat, however, is that G-SYNC 

will only work on an NVIDIA 

650 Ti BOOST or higher.

      The IPS panel of the PG348Q 

comes with a curvature of 3800r 

and a viewing angle of 178/178. 

In terms of color, the IPS panel 

has a contrast ratio of 1000:1, 10-

bit color depth, and 100 percent 

srGB. This means that despite 

being branded as a gaming 

monitor, the PG348Q can be 

      In order to test the gaming 

potential of the ASuS PG348Q, 

we connected it to a GTX 970 

to enable G-SYNC. We played 

fast-paced games like Counter 

Strike: Global Offensive and 

StarCraft II: Legacy of the Void, 

as well as triple A games such 

as rise of the Tomb raider and 

The Division. The ASuS PG348Q 

performed admirably through 

our tests. In Counter Strike and 

StarCraft II, the monitor was 

able to keep up with the intense 

action while playing without any 

ghosting. The monitor was able 

to display the rich colors of the 

vistas in rise of the Tomb raider 

while we were able to see clearly 

the depressing and dilapidated 

city of New York in The Division.

      Forget multiple displays. 

The ASuS PG348Q mitigates 

the lack of screen estate with 

its ultraWide design. Despite 

the incredibly steep price, 

once you see its quality, you 

will be certainly pleased.

by Chester Labaco

AT A glANcE

display Type
Curved 34-inch IPS

Resolution
3440 x 1440

Aspect Ratio
21:9

Refresh Rate
100Hz

Price 
PhP 75,180

you can overclock the refresh rate 
of the AsUs Pg348Q up to 100Hz 
through the osd.

9.5/10
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aSuS pg348Q 
UlTRAWIDe BeHeMoTH
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Sapphire Fury x
HBM In All ITS GloRy

card that it is, is powered by 

two eight-pin PCIe connectors 

located at the side. In terms 

of connectivity, located at 

the back of the Fury X are 

three DisplayPort 1.2 ports 

and one HDMI 1.4 port.

      To test the power of the Fury 

X, we plugged it in to our test 

bench that consisted of an Intel 

Core i7-4960X, Gigabyte X79-

uD7, ADATA SP920SS 256GB SSD, 

and 8GB 1866MHz DDr3 rAM.

      For synthetic benchmarks, 

we ran the ever trusty 3DMark 

Fire Strike. The Fury X got a 

score of 13802 under Fire Strike, 

7125 on Fire Strike Extreme, 

and 3914 on Fire Strike ultra.

      For real-world gaming 

benchmarks, we ran four 

graphically intensive games at 

1440p. In The Division, the Fury  

achieved a minimum of 33fps 

with an average of 53.5fps with 

the game’s ultra preset. We 

used rise of the Tomb raider’s 

Very High preset where it got 

a minimum FPS of 36 with an 

average of 59fps. In The Witcher 

For several years now, AMD 

has been rebranding their 

graphics card from generation to 

generation. Now, they have come 

back full force to introduce their 

new architecture dubbed “Fiji.”

      Aside from sporting a 

whopping count of 8.9 billion 

transistors and an improved 

clock speed of 1050MHz, the Fury 

X comes with High Bandwidth 

Memory (HBM). As explained 

with our r9 Nano review, HBM 

achieves higher bandwidth 

by stacking the DrAM dies 

instead of having large GDDr5 

memory chips on the PCB. This 

means that the Fury X can be 

equipped with a wider memory 

bus than GDDr5, which would 

be a good thing since 1440p and 

uHD monitors are becoming 

more popular nowadays.

      Aside from HBM, AMD upped 

the ante by equipping the Fury 

X with an AiO cooler that sports 

a thick 120mm radiator as 

well as 120mm fan to provide 

superior cooling to the chip.

      The Fury X, being the beastly 

3, all graphical options were set 

to ultra except from HairWorks, 

which was turned off. The Fury 

X’s lowest was 40fps with an 

average of 47fps. Lastly, GTA V 

with the Very High preset, the 

Fury X got a minimum of FPS of 

43fps with an average of 65fps.

      In terms of thermals, the Fury 

X ran around 46 °C while idling. 

At its peak, the heat shot up to 

78 °C without any noticable noise 

from the fan from its AiO cooler.

      AMD have done a great job 

with the Fury X. With HBM, not 

only have they paved the way to 

higher-resolution gaming, they 

have paved the way for smaller 

cards to have even more memory 

than their larger predecessors. 

Also, the Fury X’s raw capability 

outshines that of the most 

current GPus in the market.

      If you are interested in 

joining the switch from 1080p to 

1440p, or even to uHD without 

sacrificing performance, the Fury 

X is surely the card for you.

by Chester Labaco

AT A glANcE

gPU
Fiji XT

gPU clock
1050MHz Engline Clock

Memory
4GB HBM,
4096-bit memory bus,
1000MHz Memory Clock

connectivity
3x DisplayPort 1.2,
1x HDMI 1.4

Price 
PhP 34,100

coNclUsIoN

What AMd have 
done with HbM 
is that they 
have paved the 
way to higher-
resolution 
gaming. If you 
are interested 
in making the 
switch to QHd or 
UHd, the Fury x 
is for you.

9.5/10

T E S T E D  &  R A T E D

P H I L I P P I N E S

The Fury x’s Aio cooler helps it to 
dissipate heat more efficiently, as 
well as keep the noise down.
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Not only does 
it perform 
brilliantly. Its 
looks also 
makes it stand 
out. If you are 
looking for a 
motherboard 
that is all about 
the performance, 
the sabertooth 
has you covered.

cover, caps for the SATA ports, 

audio ports, I/O ports, and an 

ASuS Hyper M.2 x4 mini card.

      The I/O panel features two 

uSB 3.1 Gen1 ports, four uSB 2.0 

ports, two uSB 3.1 Gen2 ports 

(one Type-A and one Type-C), 

one uSB BIOS Flashback button, 

one S/PDIF, five audio jacks, one 

TuF Detective uSB port, and 

one Intel 1219-V Gigabit LAN.

      Like the Formula VIII, the 

CPu area is a bit cramped 

making it harder to install 

larger heatsinks. Four DIMM 

slots are available that support 

up to 64GB of DDr4 rAM.

      In terms of expandability, the 

board comes with three PCIe 3.0 

x16 slots that support two-way 

SLI or Crossfire, while three 

PCIe 3.0 x1 are also present.

      For storage, you have 

access to one M.2 slot with 

M-Key and six SATA 6Gbps 

ports, four of which are shared 

with two SATA Express ports.

      Aside from the TuF color 

scheme, the uEFI of the 

Sabertooth is basically the same 

To bring incredible durability 

to motherboards, ASuS have 

developed their TuF series. 

Today, we will take a look at 

one of their TuF boards – the 

ASuS Sabertooth Z170 Mark I.

      The TuF series from ASuS 

has been created to cater to 

one constant problem of all PC 

enthusiasts: cooling. With armor 

akin to that of the previously 

reviewed ASuS rOG Maximus 

VIII Formula, Sabertooth’s armor 

acts as a dust cover, as well 

as to channel air to the VrMs, 

North Bridge and South Bridge 

for an overall cooler system. 

Also, it adds rigidity to the 

entire motherboard, making 

it one tough motherboard.

      The Sabertooth comes loaded 

with accessories. Aside from the 

usual suspects such as SATA 

cables and the I/O plate, it comes 

with a 40mm and 35mm fans for 

both the North Bridge and South 

Bridge to provide additional 

cooling, armor parts for unused 

PCIe slots, Q-connector, two 

DrAM slot covers, I/O dust 

as the Formula VIII. All the bells 

and whistles for overclocking, as 

well as fan controls are present.

      To test the board, we armed 

it with an Intel i7-6700K, 16GB 

DDr4 running at 2133MHz, 

and a GeForce GTX 960 card.

      We started running PCMark 8, 

where it was able to get a score 

of 4444 on Home Conventional, 

4709 on Creative Conventional, 

and 3746 on Work Conventional. 

Next up, we ran Cinebench r15, 

where the Sabertooth got a score 

of 887cb on the CPu test, while it 

got 145.2fps on the OpenGL test. 

For gaming, we ran FireStrike, 

where it got a score of 6981.

      Like its big sister, the ASuS 

Sabertooth Z170 Mark I finishes 

with flying colors. Not only 

does this motherboard perform 

brilliantly. Its looks also makes 

it stand out from the crowd. 

If you’re an enthusiast who’s 

looking for a motherboard that’s 

all about the performance, the 

Sabertooth has you covered.

by Chester Labaco

AT A glANcE

socket 
Intel LGA 1151

Memory slots 
4x DIMM, up to 64GB 

Expansion slots
3x PCIe 3.0 x16,
3x PCIe 3.0 x1

storage options
2x SATA Express,
1x M.2 x4 M-Key,
6x SATA 6Gbps

Price 
PhP 15,940

The Armor of the sabertooth Z170 
Mark 1 acts as a dust cover, as well 
as to channel air to the components.

9.0/10
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able to install large tower 

coolers without any hassle. 

Four DIMM slots are available 

that supports up to 64GB with 

speeds of up to 3600MHz.

      For the expansion slots, 

the Carbon has three PCIe 3.0 

x16 slots that support two-

way SLI or CrossFire as well 

as four PCIe 3.0 x1 slots.

      Like the Gaming Pro, the 

Carbon supports six SATA 6Gbps 

ports and one M.2 with M-Key, 

however, unlike the Gaming Pro, 

the Carbon supports one SATAe 

port that runs at PCIe 3.0 x2.

      Like the Gaming M5 and 

Gaming Pro, the Carbon comes 

with MSI’s comprehensive 

software suite including the MSI 

Gaming App and Nahimic Audio.

      In terms of the uEFI, the 

Carbon comes with MSI’s Click 

BIOS 5 that lets you tweak your 

PC to your hearts content. From 

easy mode for beginners to 

advanced mode or overclockers, 

MSI has you covered.

      To see how the MSI Z170A 

Gaming Pro Carbon would 

These past few months, MSI 

have really been pushing rGB 

lighting on their motherboards. 

recently, we reviewed the 

Z170A Gaming Pro targeted at 

more budget conscious system 

builders that want rGB on their 

rigs. Today, we will take a look 

at its bigger sister, the MSI 

Z170A Gaming Pro Carbon.

      Most of MSI’s Gaming 

series boards are decorated in 

red highlights. The Carbon is 

different. It comes with more 

subdued colors. The jet-black 

PCB is adorned with carbon 

fiber patterns while the rGB 

lighting strip is located beside the 

24-pin ATX connector. You can 

control the lighting of the Carbon 

through the MSI Gaming App.

      Located at the rear are two 

uSB 3.1 Gen1 ports, four uSB 2.0 

ports, two uSB 3.1 Gen2 ports 

(one Type-A and one Type-C), 

one S/PDIF, five audio jacks, and 

one Intel 1219-V Gigabit LAN.

      The CPu socket area is 

clear of any large obstructions. 

This means that you will be 

perform, we equipped it with 

an Intel i7-6700K,16GB DDr4 

rAM running at 2133Mhz, 

and a GeForce GTX 960.

      First up is CineBench r15. 

With the CPu test, the Carbon 

got a score of 875cb while 

it was able to get a score of 

146.61fps with the OpenGL test. 

In PCMark 8, the Carbon was 

able to garner a score of 4498 

at Home Conventional, 4881 at 

Creative Conventional and 3778 

at Work Conventional. Finally, 

we ran FireStrike to check 

the gaming capabilities of the 

Carbon. With the GTX 960, the 

Carbon got a score of 6930.

      Like the Gaming Pro before 

it, the MSI Z170A Gaming Pro 

Carbon combines overclocking 

and rGB in a very attractive 

price point. The only distinction 

between the Pro and the Carbon 

is the more fleshed out rGB 

lighting of the Carbon. If you’re 

interested in an rGB board, be 

sure to consider the Carbon.

by Chester Labaco

coNclUsIoN

The only 
distinction 
between the Pro 
and the carbon 
is the more 
fleshed out Rgb 
lighting of the 
carbon. If you’re 
interested in an 
Rgb board, be 
sure to consider 
the carbon.

8.5/10
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socket 
Intel LGA 1151

Memory slots 
4x DIMM, up to 64GB 

Expansion slots
3x PCIe 3.0 x16
4x PCIe 3.0 x1

storage options
1x SATA Express,
1x M.2 x4 M-key,
6x SATA 6Gbps

Price 
PhP 11,050

like the gaming Pro, the gaming 
Pro carbon is decked out with Rgb 
lighting called “Mystic light.”



coNclUsIoN

If you want an 
entry-level Pc 
for everyday 
use or a gaming 
Pc for famous 
titles such as 
dotA, league 
of legends, and 
counter strike 
global offensive, 
the A8-7600 is a 
great choice.

is imperative that you use high 

speed rAM in order to boost the 

graphics performance of the APu.

      Out of the box, the A8-7600 

has four cores with four threads 

clocked at 3.1GHz, with a max 

turbo frequency of 3.8GHz.

      In order to test the 

performance of the AMD 

A8-7600, we placed it in a 

Gigabyte G1 Sniper A88X and 

equipped it with a Kingston 

Hyper X 8GB 1866MHz rAM.

      For its compute abilities, we 

ran both 7-Zip for decompression 

and POV-ray 3.7 for rendering. 

After 4 passes in 7-Zip, the A8-

7600 was able to get a score of 

10167 MIPS. For POV-ray 3.7, 

it was able to render a scene 

in 5 minutes and 52 seconds.

      For gaming, we ran FireStrike 

for synthetic benchmarks and 

Metro Last Light for its real 

world gaming performance. 

In FireStrike, it managed to 

squeeze out a score of 1341. 

In Metro Last Light, we used its 

Medium Preset at 1280 x 720 

with PhysX disabled, Tesselation 

At this time, Intel is still sitting 

on the throne in the high-end 

CPu market until AMD releases 

their new Zen processors. With 

Intel at the top, they have loosen 

their grip in the entry-level 

market. Sure, the G2358 and their 

i3 series are aimed for the entry-

level market, but aside from 

those two, there’s not much else. 

      Where Intel has lost their 

touch in the entry-level market, 

AMD has come to roost. With 

their APu series squarely aimed 

at the entry-level market, today 

we will take a look at one of 

their APus, the A8-7600.

      To the uninitiated, APus 

basically combine the CPu and 

GPu into one die, with Kaveri, 

which is the first architecture 

to use Heterogenous System 

Architecture (HSA). This means 

that the CPu and GPu will share 

memory space with each other. 

      The A8-7600 features a 

radeon r7 graphics with 384 

GCN shaders that runs at 

720Mhz. Since the APu will 

use system rAM as VrAM, it 

off, Motion Blur off, and SSAA 

off. The A8-7600 managed to 

get a minimum FPS of 7.99 

and an average of 33.67fps. Of 

course, Metro Last Light is a 

graphically intensive game. In 

famous games such as DotA 2 

and League of Legends, they 

have coded the game as such 

that they should be able to cater 

to a wide range of machines.

      The A8-7600 isn’t exactly 

a CPu that will blow the 

competition out of the water. But, 

if you think about it, your actually 

getting a lot of performance for 

the money. If you compare it to 

an entry-level PC that has a CPu, 

as well as a discrete GPu, you will 

save a lot if you go the APu route.

      If you want an entry-level 

PC for everyday use or a gaming 

PC for famous titles such as 

DotA, League of Legends, and 

Counter Strike Global Offensive, 

the A8-7600 is a great choice 

for a consumer that is balancing 

both budget and performance.

by Chester Labaco

AT A glANcE

socket 
FM2+

Number of cores 
4 (4 Threads) 

Frequency
3.1GHz,
Max Turbo of 3.8GHz

Integrated graphics
AMD radeon r7 720Mhz

Price 
PhP 4,390

The Kaveri architecture used in the 
A8-7600 uses HsA to share system 
RAM to both cPU and gPU.

8.0/10
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unresponsiveness during the 

whole usage, too. 

      The Vibe X3 also jumps into 

the wagon of smartphones that 

don’t wear a removable battery. 

It caused them to supply a hybrid 

SIM card slot that could turn to a 

microSD socket.

      Speaking of battery, we felt 

like it drained faster than most 

of the 5-inch units, and we point 

it to the LCD’s inconsistency. 

The Vibe X3’s whites were too 

bright while blacks were too 

dull, forcing us to adjust the 

brightness level every time. Since 

the Vibe X3 doesn’t have a fast-

charging feature, we had to wait 

for two and a half hours just to 

fill up the battery.

      We’ve encountered few 

glitches that we thought Lenovo 

could easily fix. Like when we 

synced our Cloud contacts, some 

of them were not recognized by 

the default messaging app. We 

tried to log out and re-enter the 

cloud account, but it didn’t fix 

the issue. It affected our whole 

experience, as we have to check 

Due to a mild aftertaste 

brought by their previous unit 

that landed on our workshop, we 

had to lower our expectations 

on this new Lenovo device. 

Surprisingly, it was awesome.

      We unboxed the Lenovo Vibe 

X3, and we were pleased with 

the appearance. The curved, 

plastic rear looked like it’s 

intended to fit on our palms. The 

front speakers placed on both 

ends of the 5.5-inch screen panel 

led us to believe that it plays 

a loud and non-muffled sound 

compared to other smartphones 

with unorthodox speaker 

placement. Texting with one 

hand was a little hard, though, as 

the Vibe X3 weighs around 175g.

      The excellent gaming 

experience was brought by 

the Vibe X3’s 3GB rAM and its 

physique. While we enjoyed the 

game on the large screen, we 

didn’t have to worry about our 

hands accidentally muffling the 

sound, as the speakers were 

placed beside the screen. We 

never experienced any lag and 

our phonebook to identify who 

was texting.

      The 21-megapixel camera 

worked perfectly on daylight, but 

slowed down a bit during our 

night test. It had a Quick Snap 

feature, though, in which we’re 

allowed to shoot by pressing 

the volume buttons twice. Other 

than that, the camera didn’t have 

new camera features to offer.

      Other features were the 

Fingerprint Shutter and the 

Knock to Light. The Fingerprint 

Shutter allows us to capture 

selfies using the fingerprint 

button on the back. We didn’t 

have to use the lock key that 

much, too, as the Knock to 

Light feature let us wake up the 

screen by tapping the phone’s 

screen twice. 

       Also, the Lenovo Vibe X3 

came with ANTVr PhoneGlass 

as part of the bundle. Although 

the viewing experience was 

spectacular, the Vibe X3 felt too 

heavy for the ANTVr.

by Patrick Alcantara

coNclUsIoN

The lenovo Vibe 
x3 doesn’t have 
the innovative 
features we 
expect from a 
new phone, but 
its smoothness 
and practicality 
would give its 
competitors 
a run for their 
money.

9.0/10
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lenovo vibe x3 
SURPRISInGly VIBRAnT

AT A glANcE

os
Android 5.1 Lollipop

display
5.5-inch IPS LCD 
(1920 x 1080)

Processor
Qualcomm MSM8992 
Snapdragon 808

storage
32GB eMMC, expandable 
up to 128GB via microSD

Price 
PhP 22,099

The lenovo Vibe x3 comes with 
an ANTVR Phoneglass specifically 
designed for lenovo devices.
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AT A glANcE

Type 
Action Camera

display
2-inch TFT LCD

Resolution
12MP;
1080p (60fps or 30fps),
720p (120fps or 60fps)

Price
PhP 4,390

AT A glANcE

Type 
Action Camera

display 
1.5-inch LCD

Resolution 
12MP,
1080p (30fps)

Price
PhP 6,999
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Kitvision escape
HD5w action camera 
eScAPInG ReAlITy

      With a 12-megapixel 

resolution, we expected the 

camera to produce high-quality 

stills. unfortunately, what we got 

from the unit we had didn’t meet 

our expectation. The photos 

appeared to have lost detail, 

appearing blurry and grainy, and 

that was already under good 

lighting. We kept our hopes up 

by switching to Video mode. 

Set at the highest resolution of 

1080p at 30fps, we recorded a 

couple of videos, but although 

the audio worked properly, 

the video appeared low-res.

      Our experience with the 

camera might sound quite on 

the low now, but we still approve 

of its other functions. First time 

users won’t have a problem 

navigating the device, and the 

iSmart DV remote control app 

helps a lot. You also won’t have 

to worry about missing the action 

on long trails, as its high-capacity 

rechargeable battery can last 

a whole action-filled day.

by Ashley Lucas

The last time an action 

camera arrived in our lab was 

late last year in the form of the 

Active Eye Pro-30, and while 

we got acceptable results, we 

wanted to see improvements. 

Five months later, we got 

the opportunity to test two 

more, and one of them is the 

KitVision Escape HD5W.

      We brought the Escape 

HD5W on a mountain hike, 

and, at 59g, it offered just the 

right weight for comfortable 

handling. But, as excited as we 

were to test it, what appeared 

to be a lack of solid build quality 

bothered us a little. It proved 

us wrong, though, when it 

managed to stay intact after a 

few bumps during our 4x4 ride.

Supremo 1 
wiFi action camera 
AVeRAGe cHAllenGeR

      Sporting a 2-inch HD TFT 

display, the Supremo 1 is 

embodied in a matte finish 

casing. The left side of the 

camera contains the uSB 

interface, microSD Card Port, and 

the mini-HDMI interface, while on 

the right side is the battery slot. 

On top are the power and shoot 

buttons that also serve as enter 

and back buttons, while the WiFi 

button is found on the front.

      For an entry-level action 

camera with a relatively 

cheap price, the Supremo 1 

is fairly impressive in terms 

of performance. using the 

highest video resolution of 

1080p at 60fps, the videos we 

recorded were satisfactory; 

plus, the audio was good. 

      Equipped with a 12-megapixel 

camera, the images we took 

using the Supremo 1 looked 

good with the right amount of 

sharpness and color accuracy. 

The pictures taken in low light, 

however, were dark and grainy.

by jonnah Lynne Pante

While it gets tougher in 

the world of action cameras, 

here comes another contender 

from Supremo Philippines.

      The Supremo 1 WiFi Action 

Camera is enclosed in an acrylic 

glass case. It is loaded with 

accessories including a portable 

camera frame, three different 

mounts, lock bolt and knuckle, 

uSB cable, 3M adhesive, spare 

battery, and a wrist remote that 

will aid you in shooting images 

and videos. The package also 

has a waterproof case which 

you can use to protect your 

camera in recording actions up 

to 30 meters under water. You 

have to purchase a memory card 

separately, however, since it’s not 

included in the box. 

T E s T
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unboxed, the drive is ready 

to use. One thing that we like 

about it is its drag-and-drop 

and plug-and-play technology 

which allowed us to transfer, 

view, and play files expediently.

      The Canvio ready also has 

256-bit hardware encryption 

which ensures file security. 

Plus, it has an internal shock 

sensor, easing away our 

worries of having a couple of 

lost and damaged files due to 

the drive’s physical stress.

      The Toshiba Canvio ready 

is available in 500GB, 1TB, 2TB, 

2.5TB, and 3TB capacities. 

What we got in our lab is 

the 1TB variant. To define its 

performance, we ran the Anvil’s 

Storage utilities Benchmark 

Test. It is used to determine the 

drive’s read and write speed. The 

Toshiba Canvio ready obtained 

107.58 MBps in sequential read 

and 106.39 MBps in sequential 

write, which means it can 

transfer large files fast and easy.

      Overall, the Toshiba Canvio 

ready is a decent, reliable, and 

portable buddy that will certainly 

suffice your basic storage needs. 

by jonnah Lynne Pante

One of the known names in 

the realm of electronic giants, 

Toshiba, has added another item 

on their list of products with 

the entry of the Canvio ready.

      Toshiba external hard 

drives are known  for their 

simple design that gives them 

a minimalist aura. The Toshiba 

Canvio ready is no different. 

Available in elegant black, 

the drive’s rough chassis 

with chic dot pattern makes 

it easy to grip, and its small 

body aids its portability.

      The Toshiba Canvio ready 

works with uSB 3.0 interface, and 

is also backwards compatible 

with uSB 2.0. Also, the drive can 

be modified to HFS+ file system 

for optimum Mac compatibility.

      unlike other hard drives, the 

Toshiba Canvio ready requires 

no software installation. Once 

Toshiba canvio ready 
SMAll BUT RelIABle

480GB, and 960GB. Toshiba 

advertises that the 120GB 

version can reach read speeds 

of 550MBps, write speeds of 

450MBps, random read speeds 

of 81,000 IOPS, and random 

write speeds of 40,000 IOPS.

     We ran two benchmarks to 

measure the read and write 

speeds of the SSD, AS SSD, and 

Anvil’s Storage utilities. In AS 

SSD, the Toshiba Q300 was able 

to get a sequential write speed 

of 450MBps and a sequential 

write speed of 210MBps. under 

Anvil’s Storage utilities, the Q300 

was able to get a sequential 

read speed of 444MBps while 

it was able to reach 214MBps 

in sequential write speeds.

      Most SSDs today would 

totally outperform any spinning 

rust out there. The only caveat 

of an SSD is the price. SSDs 

are much more expensive per 

gigabyte than their hard drives. 

This is why most people are still 

on hard drives instead of faster 

SSDs. With the Q300, it aims to 

target the entry level market 

to introduce them to speed of 

SSDs in a relatively lower price. 

by Chester Labaco

When Toshiba first bought 

OCZ and released the OCZ Trion 

100 Series, their debut in the SSD 

world was met with criticisms 

like poor performance. Toshiba, 

under their own name, has 

released the Toshiba Q300 SSD.

      For this particular review, we 

will be focusing on the 120GB 

version of the Toshiba Q300.

      Out of the box, like most 

SSDs, the Toshiba Q300 is bare 

bones. Aside from the drive and 

some documentation, Toshiba 

has included a 7mm to 9mm 

adapter slot for people looking 

to pop their SSD in a laptop.

      The SSD itself is pretty sleek 

and minimalistic. Clad in metallic 

silver and a subdued design, 

Toshiba has released a clean-

looking SSD with the Q300.

      The Toshiba Q300 comes in 

four varieties: 120GB, 240GB, 

ToSHiBa Q300
SWITcHInG FRoM SPInnInG RUST

AT A glANcE

capacity 
500 GB, 1TB,
2TB, 2.5 TB, 3TB

connectivity
uSB 3.0

colors 
Black

Price
From PhP 3,190

AT A glANcE

capacity 
120GB, 240GB,
480GB, 960GB

connectivity
SATA III

Read and Write speeds 
Write: up to 530MBps
read:  up to 550MBps

Price
From PhP 2,690
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Alone in the backstage of an 

unfamiliar noontime show, there 

was a man named Mike Chan in his 

familiar Asian matinee idol image 

– slanted eyes, lamp haircut, worn 

together with a long-sleeved top 

that was a fit for his burly frame. But 

he never wished to be a matinee 

idol. He was aiming for a different 

direction, which was far from being 

a tweetums superstar.

      “The only reason why I did that 

show was because they agreed 

to let me sing,” Chan recalled. “Of 

course in the show there was April 

Boy Regino, so the singing load was 

mostly carried by him. Pero ‘yun, 

they let me sing.”

      It did not take too long before 

the show turned into a musical 

where a lot of stars from the music 

industry appeared to sing.

      “Jimmy Bondoc was a frequent 

guest, and when the show ended, 

he goes like ‘Why don’t we make a 

musical talk show, wala na kasing 

gano’n e.’ I talked to our show’s 

host about it, and they agreed to 

get sila Paolo Santos, Luke Mijares, 

Top Suzara, kami-kami.”

      Chan quipped that the group 

and the show would be called 

the Ex-Men due to the members’ 

previous relationships.

      “Mayro’n kaming ex-Freestyle, 

ex-South Border, ex ni Nina,” Chan 

laughs. But the group chose to 

name themselves Sabado Boys.

      Chan’s new show paved way for 

his music career and a lot more. He 

was offered a solo project by Star 

Records – an album for an online 

game called iDate.

      “It hit gold because you have 

to buy the album before you could 

level up in the game, eh the game 

had about two million followers. 

Kaya ‘yun.”

      Eventually, he left the Sabado 

Boys to pursue his dreams of having 

his own permanent group playing 

their own music.
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SKK cHronoS ByTe
The Chronos Byte is equipped with a 5.5-inch HD display, 

and geared up by a 2MP camera located at the front and 

a 5MP main camera at the back. It runs on Android 5.1 

Lollipop on a1.3GHz Quad-core processor with 1GB of 

RAM and 8GB of expandable storage.

SKK cHronoS ace
The SKK Chronos Ace fronts a 5-inch HD IPS display and 

backed by a 13MP main camera with LED flash. It runs 

on Android Marshmallow, powered by a 1.3GHz  

Quad-Core processor, 1GB of RAM, and 8GB of 

expandable storage. The Chronos Ace also carries a 

dual-SIM capability and 3G support.



F E A T U R E
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The largest model among the three sports a 6-inch qHD IPS display under a 2.5D arc glass 

touchscreen. The Chronos Cross is a dual-SIM phone and tablet mixture that runs a Quad-core 

processor clocked at 1.3GHz, 1GB of RAM, expandable storage of 8GB, with 3G support. An 8MP 

camera with flash rears the smartphone.

SKK Chronos Cross
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      Chan was so obsessed to the idea of creating music 

with a touch from each band member, and loved the 

thought of a small group producing big music. Along his 

way to search for his members, he had met a number of 

musicians but dropped out later due to personal reasons. 

until finally, he was joined by young and talented musicians 

who Chan would later call “The Anthem.”

      Elijah, the band’s keyboardist, recalls how he got into 

Chan’s group. “Five years ago, nagba-banda na ‘ko e. 

Tumutugtog ako sa casino for different artists. Sila randy 

Santiago, KZ Tandingan, or minsan ‘yung mga champion 

singers nila sa casino. Tapos hinanap ko ‘yung feeling na 

tinutugtog mo ‘yung sarili mong music. Nag-auditon ako kay 

Mike kasi umalis ‘yung keyboardist nila.”

      CJ, the Anthem’s drummer and youngest member, had 

a different plan for his life. “Gusto ko talaga mag-chef kasi 

yung nanay ko, chef ‘yun. Pero ang kinuha ko, education 

degree. Teacher. MAPEH, major in music. ‘Yun kasi talaga 

e. Nung tumugtog ako sa first bar na tinugtugan ko, 

nagustuhan ako nung singer. ‘Yung boyfriend niya, drummer 

ni Nyoy Volante. Inalagaan na nila ‘ko.”

      The Anthem’s guitarist, Jayvee, came on board not just 

a musician, but also as an artist. “Film major ako from Asia 

Pacific College. Gusto ko talaga magtayo ng production 

house tapos gagawa kami ng wedding videos, company 

videos, advertisement. Iyon ‘yung gusto kong day job, tapos 

musikero sa gabi. High school palang ako tumutugtog na ‘ko. 

May sarili din akong banda, pero lahat sila may kanya-kanya 

nang buhay. Ako na lang ‘yung natirang tumutugtog pa din.”

      Mike Chan had completed his search for the right 

musicians for his group, but the push for his vision had not. 

He had a dream that he envisions to go on for many, many 

years. He called it the Heroes Project.

      “Heroes Project started way back in 2011. There were 12 

of us originally. I had this idea, kasi my mom, and philosophy 

niya, ‘The more you give, the more you get back.’ She does 

live by it. It really got stuck in my mind.”

      Chan’s sister owns a pre-school where he would later 

found his other passion. The school’s psychologist told him, 

“You know what, you should do something for kids with 

deformity. Kasi if they are not corrected by the age of seven, 

as in ‘yung inferiority complex hindi na nila matatanggal.” 

They ended up doing a charity show, giving operations to 12 

kids per artist. Instead of asking money from sponsors, they 

asked the sponsors to cure a child with deformity.

      The Heroes Project got bigger when the bigger 

challenge came through. “We were asked by the head of 

the National Parks Development Committee to do their 

New Year’s countdown show in Luneta. But that time, we 

focused on education.” The major sponsor for the show was 

Informatics, and they were not sponsoring money. Chan 

asked them to sponsor 20 kids who couldn’t afford to go to 

college. “Then I asked myself, why stop at 20? Now, we’re 

doing Heroes Project hand in hand with top universities 

like Ateneo, Miriam College, Xavier, and telecoms to collect 

funds for 40 kids.” Mike Chan and the Anthem’s mantra fits 

the shoes of their advocacy. “Text Heroes to 3456, tell your 

friends and help us send kids to school. Next year, we’re 

going to send 80 kids naman. You know, small things, when 

you put them together, can make a big difference.”
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vS
ARMAGEDDON RGB RAPTOR MKA-11R

•
COOLER MASTER MASTERKEYS PRO L

 •
CORSAIR K95 RGB

•
LOGITECH G810 ORION SPECTRUM

•
RAZER BLACKWIDOW X CHROMA

•
ROCCAT RYOS MK FX

 •
STEELSERIES APEX M800

•
TT ESPORTS POSEIDON Z RGB
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Rainbow 
waRRioRs

LeD lighting and gaming keyboards 
go together like noobs and tears. 

In the past, LeD lighting was mostly 
for show. Today's gaming keyboards 

can be programmed to light up 
individual keys or only keys when 

certain conditions are met.

Text by James Lu 

Photography by Zaphs Zhang + Darren Chang 

Art Direction by Ken Koh + Ian Chong          
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The Armageddon rGB raptor MKA-11r is an industrial style 

mechanical keyboard with the key switches attached directly 

to an exposed aluminum plate. Below the plate, a glossy, black 

plastic layer forms the base of the unit. underneath, two small 

feet let you change the angle of the keyboard. The MKA-11r 

doesn’t have any dedicated macro keys, but 

you do get some media controls in the top 

right corner above the number pad.

      The switches on the MKA-11r are Kailh 

clones of Cherry MX switches, rated for the 

same 50 million keystrokes. Kailh switches 

are made in China while Cherry switches 

are made in Germany, but, otherwise, seem 

functionally identical. There are reports 

of Kailh switches not being as consistent 

as Cherry switches in terms of actuation 

force and distance, but we experience no 

such issues with this keyboard. Our review 

set is equipped with Kailh blues, and, in usage, the switches 

feel functionally identical to Cherry MX Blues. Obviously, 

we haven’t been able to to put them through 50 million 

keystrokes to see if they hold up, but we have no complaints 

so far. One thing that’s nice about Kailh switches is that the 

stems are compatible with keycaps made for Cherry switches, 

so you can easily switch to a custom set of keycaps if you 

want. The default keycaps have a shallow curve to them, but 

are otherwise fairly standard. The keyboard has full N-key 

rollover and anti-ghosting, so you will have 

no issues with dropped input.

      LED lighting on the keyboard can 

be controlled through their proprietary 

software or by using the Fn key + F1 - F11 

to cycle through the eleven various effects 

(F12 turns the lighting off). The lights aren’t 

as bright as the lighting we’ve seen on other 

keyboards, but they are sufficient.

      Macro recording cannot be done 

on the fly and has to be setup through 

Armageddon’s software. The software lets 

you set up profiles for each game, and you 

can then record macros and assign them to different keys. 

Every key can be programmed, except for the four media keys 

in the top right, which is a bit frustrating, as they position 

makes them perfect macro candidates.

AT A glANcE

switches 
Kailh red, 
Blue, Black, 
or Brown 

dimensions 
440 x 130 x 
37mm 

Weight 
878g 

Price
uS$ 169.90

The MKA-11R 
features an 
exposed 
aluminum 
plate design.

Under the 
keycaps 
you’ll 
find Kailh 
switches.

Media 
control keys 
can be found 
in the top 
right corner.

armageDDon rgB rapTor mKa-11r

Dedicated media control 
keys. choice of Kailh 

switches.

no on the fly macro 
recording. no dedicated 

macro keys.
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Cooler Master’s new Masterkeys Pro keyboard line comes 

in two variations: L and S. The Pro L is a full-sized keyboard, 

while the Pro S is a tenkeyless option. The Pro L also gets four 

additional profile switching keys in the top right corner.

      Both keyboards use a simple, matte black two-part 

plastic frame, with a steel plate inside 

for stability. The plate is painted white 

to better reflect the LED lighting. On the 

bottom of the keyboard, two flip out plastic 

feet let you adjust the typing angle. The 

keyboard connect through a detachable 

braided micro-uSB cable. Both keyboards 

are available in Cherry MX Brown, red, or 

Blue switches and use standard Cherry MX 

stems. On all three versions, the switch 

housing is transparent, which helps the 

LED lighting shine through. Cooler Master 

has also redesigned the PCB with smaller 

cutouts to let the LEDs sit snugly against the 

switches. This results in much brighter and 

more uniform backlighting. In fact, the Masterkeys Pro L is 

probably the brightest keyboard in our shootout. The keyboard 

also has full N-key rollover and anti-ghosting.

      Inside the keyboard, a 32-bit ArM Cortex M3 72MHz 

processor and 512KB of memory are included for storing and 

playing back custom macros, which can be programmed on 

the fly without the need for any software. 

      The processor also controls the lighting 

options. By default, pressing Fn and F4 will 

cycle through various modes, including 

wave, static, and reactive effects, as well as 

the option of playing Snake on the keyboard 

with the arrow keys. In most modes, you 

can control the color using Fn and F1 to F3, 

which represent the red, green, and blue 

channels, respectively. You can mix and 

match these levels to create pretty much 

any color. You can also create your own 

per-key pattern. In this mode, the Fn key 

will light up in the currently selected color, 

and you then tap any keys you want in that 

color. While the keyboards don’t require any 

software, Cooler Master does provide software for users who 

prefer to use a GuI to customize their macros or lighting.

AT A glANcE

switches 
Cherry MX 
Brown, Blue 
or red 

dimensions 
440 x 130 x 
42mm 

Weight 
1090g 

Price
uS$ 169.99

Masterkeys 
Pro l has 
a braided 
removable 
micro-Usb 
cable.

Under the 
Masterkeys’ 
keycaps, 
you’ll find 
cherry Mx 
switches.

Four profile 
switching 
buttons can 
be found at 
the top right 
corner.

removable micro-
uSB cable. Bright 
leD backlighting. 

Full features without 
software installation.

no dedicated media 
or macro keys.

cooler maSTer maSTerKeyS pro l
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The Corsair K95 rGB is a massive keyboard with a detachable 

wrist rest and a whopping 18 dedicated G macro keys on 

the left side. Like the Armageddon MKA-11r and razer 

BlackWidow X Chroma, the K95 has an industrial design with 

the keys attached directly to an aircraft-grade black anodized 

aluminum plate. The metal construction is 

rock solid and looks great, while the soft 

touch, textured wrist rest is comfortable and 

practical. If we have one complaint, it is that 

the G macro keys sit on a plastic extension 

connected to the aluminum plate, which 

doesn’t look as nice and makes them feel 

different from the main keys.

      Aside from the macro keys, you also get 

dedicated media keys and a volume wheel 

at the top right of the keyboard, above 

the number pad. Small rubber feet on the 

bottom of the keyboard lets you adjust the 

typing angle. A small BIOS switch located on the back lets you 

choose between 1ms, 2ms, 4ms, and 8ms polling rate, but 

there’s really no need to set it to anything but 1ms.

      The keyboard uses Cherry MX switches in a choice of red 

or Brown and uses standard stems and keycaps that can be 

easily replaced with a custom set. Like the Cooler Master 

Masterkeys Pro, the switch housing is transparent, which 

helps the LED light shine through. The keyboard has 122-key 

rollover and anti-ghosting.

      LED lighting on the Corsair K95 rGB is 

nice and bright, and can be programmed 

to glow in any color. Each key can be 

individually programmed to display a 

different color. You can also add effects, 

such as changing the key color when 

pressed. The usual wave, ripple, and breathe 

effects are also available in the K95. Lighting 

on the keyboard is controlled through an 

onboard 32-bit ArM processor.

      On top of the 18 macro keys, the 

keyboard also has three M profile keys that 

you can switch between, giving you a total 

of 108 programmable commands on the macro keys. Macros 

can be recorded on the fly with the Mr button. You will need 

the Corsair utility Engine software installed on your computer, 

however, to do so.

AT A glANcE

switches 
Cherry MX 
Brown, 
or red 

dimensions 
502 x 163 x 
24mm 

Weight 
1397g 

Price
uS$ 189.99

The corsair 
K95 Rgb has 
18 macro 
buttons on 
the side.

Under the 
keycaps 
you’ll find 
cherry Mx 
switches.

At the top 
right corner, 
you’ll find 
dedicated 
media keys.

corSair K95 rgB

removable wrist rest. 18 
macro keys. Dedicated 

media keys.

pretty expensive. large 
footprint.
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The G810 Orion Spectrum is a compact mechanical keyboard 

with a simple black plastic housing that is matte on the 

top and glossy on the sides. Inside, there’s a steel plate for 

stability. The G810 makes good use of the available space with 

dedicated media controls at the top right, which includes a 

volume scroll wheel. On the bottom of the 

keyboard, there’s a pair of rubber feet that 

lets you adjust the typing angle between 0, 

4, and 8 degrees.

      The G810 uses Logitech’s romer-G 

switches, which are made in Japan by 

Omron, and are rated for 70 million 

keystrokes. The switches are non-clicky, and 

have a low 45g actuation force and a very 

light tactile bump (the same as Cherry MX  

Browns). The switch has a short actuation 

point of 1.5mm (Cherry MX Browns are 

2mm), and travel from actuation point 

to bottoming out is also quite short – we 

estimate a total travel of 3mm. Compared to Cherry MX 

Browns, the romer-G switches feel a little softer, almost 

like Browns equipped with dampening rings. The keyboard 

features 26-key rollover and anti-ghosting.

      romer-G switches uses a unique stem, so unfortunately 

keycaps are not easily replaceable. On the plus side, the 

default keycaps feel fairly standard, with a comfortable 

sculpted curve.

      The G810 runs on Logitech’s Gaming 

Software, which you can use to easily 

reprogram certain keys, link games 

to custom profiles, and play with the 

keyboard’s full rGB lighting. The software 

will automatically scan for installed games 

and create profiles for them. The G810 

doesn’t have dedicated macro keys, but 

with Logitech’s software, you can create 

macros or key commands and bind them to 

F1 through F12, instead.

      Lighting can be configured on a per-key 

basis, or you can opt for patterns such 

as a rainbow wave that passes along the 

keyboard. You can also have the keys change color when you 

tap them. Customization is not quite as deep as what you get 

with the competition, but most of the basics are present.

AT A glANcE

switches 
Logitech 
romer-G 
(made by 
Omron) 

dimensions 
443.5 x 153 x 
34.3mm 

Weight 
1180g 

Price
uS$ 159.99

At the 
top of the 
number pad, 
you’ll find 
dedicated 
media keys.

Under the 
keycaps, 
you’ll find 
logitech’s 
Romer-g 
switches.

The rubber 
feet can be 
adjusted to 
either 4 or 
8 degrees 
angle.

Dedicated media keys. 
multiple angle 
keyboard feet.

lack of switch choice. 
no dedicated 
macro keys.

logiTecH g810 orion SpecTrum
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The razer BlackWidow X Chroma is razer’s newest 

mechanical keyboard, and is basically a stripped down version 

of its existing BlackWidow Chroma. The main difference is 

the lack of a plastic faceplate covering the 

keyboard. Instead, you get an exposed 

military-grade metal top plate with switches 

attached directly to it. It’s also a look that’s 

also favored by Corsair and Armageddon. 

razer has also removed the macro keys 

from the left side of the keyboard, resulting 

in a slightly smaller footprint. unlike some of 

the other BlackWidow keyboards, there are 

no uSB or audio ports on the X Chroma.

      The BlackWidow X Chroma is only 

available in razer’s razer Green switch, 

which is built for razer by Kailh. It’s a tactile, 

clicky switch that feels similar to Kailh or 

Cherry MX Blues. The only difference – and 

it’s a small one –  is a marginally higher 

actuation point. According to razer, razer Switches are rated 

for 60 million keystrokes, 10 million more than either Cherry 

or Kailh’s own switches. unlike most custom switches, razer 

switch stems are compatible with Cherry stems. The bottom 

row, however, uses non-standard sizing, so it’s not easy to 

find a full set of custom keycaps. razer has also ditched its 

custom letter font on the X Chrome in favor 

of a more normal, easier-to-read one. One 

complaint we have with the default keycaps 

is that they pick up fingerprint oil and 

smudges very easily, so you are frequently 

having to clean them.

      As with all razer’s peripherals, you’ll 

need to install and sign up for a razer 

Synapse 2.0 account. This saves all of 

your settings in the Cloud, so you can 

take your keyboard with you, plug it into a 

new computer, load up Synapse, and have 

all your macros and lighting options still 

there. Synapse has great lighting options 

with a comprehensive and easy-to-use 

configuration menu that lets you set up per-

key illumination or whole keyboard lighting options. You can 

also use Synapse to program macros alternatively. On the fly 

macro recording is also available.

AT A glANcE

switches 
razer Green 
(made by 
Kailh) 

dimensions 
459 x 182 x 
40mm 

Weight 
1141g 

Price
uS$ 159.99

The x 
chroma has 
an exposed 
military-
grade metal 
plate design.

Under the 
keycaps, 
you’ll find 
Razer’s 
Razer green 
switches.

At the top, 
the Function 
keys also 
act as media 
keys using a 
modifier.

raZer BlacKwiDow x cHroma

Synapse cloud software 
lets you take the 

keyboard anywhere. 
lots of lighting 
customizations.

lack of switch choice. 
no dedicated 

macro or media keys.
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The roccat ryos MK FX is a huge keyboard that is built 

entirely from matte black plastic, but feels solid and looks 

great with its micro-dot glossy pattern. It also has one of the 

thickest braided uSB cable we’ve ever seen. Like roccat’s 

other ryos keyboards, the MK FX has a large, unremovable 

wrist rest, which might be an annoyance to 

those with limited desk space. We found the 

wrist rest comfortable and well-positioned. 

The wrist rest itself has three ‘Thumbster’ 

buttons that sit just below the space bar. 

The positioning of these macro buttons 

means that they can be hit with minimal 

effort, unlike macro buttons commonly 

found on the left side of most gaming 

keyboards. Speaking of which, you get five 

of those, too. At the top left corner, the 

ryos MKFX has headphone and microphone 

ports. On the bottom, two flip out feet lets 

you adjust the typing angle.

      The MK FX uses Cherry MX Brown 

switches with standard stems and transparent switches. 

unfortunately, there’s no option for red or Blue switches.

      The MK FX uses two on-board 32-bit processors: one 

to control lighting and one to control macros. You also get 

2MB of onboard memory to store all of your configurations, 

as well as full N-key rollover and anti-ghosting. You’ll need 

to install roccat’s Swarm software to control the lighting. 

Inside Swarm, you’ll find AlienFX, which was 

created in collaboration with Alienware. 

AlienFX is one of the most comprehensive 

lighting software we’ve seen, with in-depth 

customizable per-key lighting and a variety 

of whole keyboard effects. The lighting itself 

is bright and uniform. 

      One other feature worth mentioning is 

roccat’s Easy-Shift [+] key, which replaces 

the Caps Lock key. This key lets you assign 

secondary functions to any other key 

(including the three thumbster keys and five 

macro keys), effectively letting you double 

the amount of macros and commands you 

can store. Holding down the Easy-Shift [+] 

key while simultaneously hitting another key activates any 

secondary function you have assigned to the key. 

AT A glANcE

switches 
Cherry MX 
Brown 

dimensions 
508 x 234 x 
44mm 

Weight 
1,600g 

Price
uS$ 169.99

The Roccat 
Ryos MK Fx 
has three 
‘Thumbster’ 
keys on the 
wrist rest.

Under the 
keycaps, 
you’ll find 
cherry 
Mx brown 
switches.

on the top 
left, there 
are ports 
for your 
headpones 
and mic.

Dedicated media and 
macro keys. Thumbster 
keys. great lighting and 

macro customization. 
comfortable wrist rest.

large footprint. lack of 
switch choice.

roccaT ryoS mK Fx
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The Apex M800 is SteelSeries’ first completely new 

mechanical keyboard since the legendary 7G. The keyboard 

isn’t the most attractive out there with its matte-black plastic 

build, but it does the job. On the underside, instead of flip 

out feet, the M800 has two removable 

rubber feet – you get a pair of short ones 

pre-installed, and a longer pair in the box. 

Along the left side of the keyboard, you get 

six macro keys. The layout is fairly standard, 

except for an unusually large space bar. 

On the back, there’s two uSB 2.0 ports, 

but their position makes them somewhat 

awkward to use. 

      The M800 uses a new type of switch 

that SteelSeries has custom designed in 

collaboration with Kailh. The QS1 switch 

is designed for low-profile operation, and 

uses a square plunger and a small spring 

with enough space in the middle for an LED. The low-profile 

design is obvious from the get-go. The keycaps are about 

half the size of standard mechanical keyboard keycaps, and 

the switch itself only has 3mm of travel. The actuation and 

reset point are also short at 1.5mm while the actuation force 

is only 45g. The switch itself is linear and almost completely 

silent. In usage, it feels like an MX red switch, but softer, like 

red’s with a dampening ring. They actually feel like linear 

versions of Logitech’s romer-G switches. 

The QS1 switches are rated for 60 million 

clicks, which is 10 million more than Cherry 

switches. Due to the low-profile keys and 

custom switch, it’s hard to replace the 

keycaps on the M800.

      LED lighting can be controlled through 

the keyboard itself or through the M800’s 

SteelSeries Engine 3 software. Each key’s 

LED can be customized, and the software 

comes with a range of preset patterns 

and illuminations. We’re quite fond of the 

default lighting pattern, where the keys glow 

blue when they’re pressed before fading 

back to orange, which makes the keyboard look like a heat 

map. The lighting itself is bright and even, and the range of 

customization is on par with the competition. Macro recording 

is also done through the software.     

AT A glANcE

switches 
SteelSeries 
QS1 
(made by 
Kailh) 

dimensions 
510 x 174 x 
26mm 

Weight 
1390g 

Price
uS$ 199.99

The 
steelseries 
Apex M800 
has two Usb 
2.0 ports on 
the back.

Under the 
keycaps, 
you’ll find 
steelseries’ 
Qs1 
switches.

Instead of 
flip out feet, 
you get two 
pairs of 
removable 
rubber feet.

STeelSerieS apex m800

Dedicated macro keys. 
low profile keycaps and 

switches.

large footprint. lack 
of switch choice. 

expensive.
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The Tt eSPOrTS Poseidon Z is a compact mechanical 

keyboard with a simple matte black, plastic build. The keys 

are mounted onto a steel plate for extra stability, and the 

plate itself is finished in a reflective, glittery coating that helps 

reflect the LED lighting. The keyboard does 

not have any dedicated media or macro 

keys, so the Function keys double as media 

controls, while the Insert row is used to 

store macros and to activate N-key rollover. 

There’s also an on/off arrow switch at the 

top right corner that activates gaming mode, 

making the macro keys usable and turns the 

Windows key into a control key.

      The Poseidon Z uses Kailh mechanical 

switches, which are the Chinese clones of 

german Cherry MX switches. unlike the 

transparent switch housing used on Cherry’s 

rGB switches, the Kailh switch has the LED 

built into the top of the switch. This results in the lightning 

not being quite as bright or uniform as Cherry switches. 

According to Kailh, their switches are rated for 50 million key 

strokes, which is exactly the same as Cherry switches, but 

it remains to be seen if they’ll actually hold up for that long. 

The Poseidon Z is available in either Blue or Brown switches, 

both of which are tactile. unfortunately, there’s no option for 

the linear and very popular red switch, which is unusual for a 

gaming keyboard. 

      Thermaltake uses an NXP LPC11u3 

micro controller inside the Poseidon Z, 

which combines a 32-bit ArM Cortex 

M0 core with a 16-bit LED controller. 

The keyboard requires installation of Tt 

eSPOrTS’ Poseidon Z rGB software to 

control the lights, as without, it will just 

shine a monotonous red color. Lighting is 

easy to configure, and the software gives 

you full control over the color of each key, as 

well as a number of animations and effects. 

The backlighting isn’t as quite as bright as 

others we’ve seen, but it’s sufficient. With 

the software installed, you can also record macros on thefly 

by pressing Fn + F9. Overall, while the Poseidon Z rGB doesn’t 

offer a whole lot in terms of features, it gets the job done, and 

it’s also cheaper than the competition.

AT A glANcE

switches 
Kailh Blue 
or Brown 
switches 

dimensions 
440 X 133 X 
37mm 

Weight 
995g 

Price
uS$ 119.99

A switch on 
the top right 
corner lets 
you activate 
gaming 
mode.

Under the 
keycaps of 
the Poseidon 
Z, you’ll 
find Kailh 
switches.

Insert, Home, 
Page Up, 
delete, and 
End keys 
double up as 
macro keys.

great price. gaming 
mode toggle.

no dedicated media or 
macro keys. requires 

software for rgB 
lighting.

TT eSporTS poSeiDon Z rgB
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roccaT ryoS mK Fx
The Roccat Ryos MK Fx offers the most features out of all our mechanical keyboards, while 

keeping things affordable, while its non-removable wrist rest may make it unsuitable 

for those with limited desk space, it is both comfortable and practical. We loved the 

thumbster macro keys, which are much easier and quicker to hit than the awkwardly 

positioned macro keys on most keyboards. We also like the Easy-shift[+] key and the lEd 

lighting and macro customization provided by Roccat’s swarm software.

      standard cherry Mx switches and stems also mean proven reliability and easily 

replaceable keycaps should you want a custom set. The only negative thing worth noting 

is a lack of switch choices. If you like Mx browns, the Ryos MK Fx should be your first 

choice, but if you prefer other cherry switches, you can opt for the MK Pro, which lacks 

Rgb lighting, but available in cherry Mx Red, brown, black, and blue.

ANd thE BEst RGB
mEchANicAL 
GAmiNG
kEyBoARd is...

TEsT

BeST
perFormance

TE 
CH



Driven by a team of passionate technology professionals, Hardware Zone Events Services 
offers comprehensive event management solutions which leave lasting impressions. We 

have the expertise, talent, and experience to conceptualize and execute any customized on-
ground activation project to meet your business objectives.

We Do Events!
Our Proposition
• Total service orientation
• Sound strategies that stem from strong consumer insight
• Creative and out-of-the box executions
• Cost efficient programs
• Clear measures of project effectivity

Our Service Menu
Events Marketing
• Product Launches
• Road Shows
• Business Conferences/Seminars
• Corporate Events
• Trade Activations

Promotions
• Consumer, Trade, And
   Internal Promotions
• Sales Promos
• Sponsorship Tie-ins
• Manpower Management

Relationship Marketing
• Direct Mail
• Efforts
• Loyalty Programs
• Team-Building Activities
• Customer Relation Mgt.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The sD 
caRD way 

To 4K
SD cards are easily available today, but 

with the mainstream adoption of 4K 
video recording and cameras that keep 

pushing megapixel boundaries, you’ll 
want high-speed memory cards that 

can play nice with your camera. Here 
are some of the best out there.

Text by liu Hongzuo

Photography by Zaphs Zhang 

Art Direction by Ken Koh 

vS
SANDISK EXTREME PRO  

SDHC/SDXC UHS-I
•

SONY UHS-I CLASS 10 U3 SDXC  
SF-UX/UX2 SERIES

 •
SAMSUNG PRO PLUS

•
STRONTIUM 128GB SDXC UHS-1 U3 

NITRO PLUS
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AT A glANcE

storage 
128GB

Format 
SDXC

Reported 
Read/
Write 
speed:  
up to 95MB/s 
read speed
up to 90MB/s 
write speed

Price
Us$ 149.99

AT A glANcE

storage 
128GB

Format 
SDXC

Reported 
Read/
Write 
speed:  
up to 94MB/s 
read speed 
up to 70MB/s 
write speed

Price
uS$ 134.99

An American company that’s no stranger to 

flash memory storage, Sandisk is a must-

have when we want to compare the top SD 

cards in the market. The Sandisk Extreme Pro 

range was released in late 2014, and it was 

one of the first cards to have 512GB capacity 

in this form factor. This card is tailored for 

4K recording (as with the other uHS Speed 

Class 3 cards here), but it’s also built for harsh 

conditions – the card operates in temperatures 

ranging from negative 13 to 185 degrees 

Fahrenheit (negative 13 to 85 degrees Celsius).

As one of the bastions of Japanese electronics 

and hardware, it’s no surprise that Sony would 

have their very own uHS Speed Class 3 SD 

card. For this particular SD card, you can 

download a free program called File rescue to 

recover lost or damaged data. It comes with a 

five-year warranty, and it’s rated IP57 for dust 

and waterproofing. Its burst mode capabilities 

on a maximum setting of rAW + JPEG format 

isn’t as robust as its peers, but it does 4K 

recording smoothly.

SanDiSK exTreme pro 
SDHc/SDxc uHS-i

Sony uHS-i claSS 10 u3 
SDxc SF-ux/ux2 SerieS
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AT A glANcE

storage 
128GB

Format 
SDXC

Reported 
Read/
Write 
speed:  
up to 95MB/s 
read speed 
up to 90MB/s 
write speed

Price
uS$ 149.99

AT A glANcE

storage 
128GB

Format 
SDXC

Reported 
Read/
Write 
speed:  
up to 80MB/s 
read speed 
up to 60MB/s 
write speed

Price
uS$ 169.99

Samsung’s high-end SD cards are actually 

microSD in nature, but the Korean electronics 

company likes to package their microSDs 

with an SD card adapter out of the box. It’s 

pretty neat, especially if you prefer versatility 

over any other feature these peripherals offer. 

Despite its diminutive size, it still does 4K 

recordings just fine. The Samsung Pro Plus 

can resist magnetic fields of up to 15,000 

gauss – the equivalent of that is a high-field 

MrI scanner. Like its peers in this shootout, 

it’s X-ray-proof, as well, so your data won’t 

be damaged if you’re clearing customs for an 

overseas shoot.

How could we forget the Singapore-based 

flash memory company? Active since 2002, 

Strontium has since expanded its operations 

to other parts of South East Asia, as well as 

countries like the u.S., Australia, New Zealand, 

and India. Like the other big boys in this lineup, 

Strontium has the latest, highest speed cards 

that can record in 4K under the Nitro Plus 

branding. An interesting point to note is that 

Nitro Plus cards offer read and write speeds of 

95MBps and 85MBps, respectively, but only up 

to 64GB in capacity. The 128GB card reviewed 

here has a lower advertised read and write 

speed of 80MBps and 60MBps.

SamSung pro pluS

STronTium 128gB SDxc
uHS-1 u3 niTro pluS
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Read/Write Speeds (MBps)
(Higher is better)

For our SD card benchmark, we used a Lenovo YOGA 3 Pro 

and its internal 4-in-1 Card to simulate typical real-world 

use. The laptop is capable of making the card bring its best 

game-face to the table, and we ran the AS SSD Benchmark 

to get an accurate reading of its read and write speeds.

87.43
62.36

82.60
78.39

87.43 
60.26

SAMSUNG PRO PLUS WITH SD ADAPTER

SONY UHS-I CLASS 10 U3 SDXC MEMORY CARD SF-UX/UX2 SERIES

SanDiSK exTreme pro SDHc/SDxc uHS-i memory carD

STRONTIUM 128GB SDXC UHS-1 U3 NITRO PLUS CARD

88.69

84.49

Sequential read

Sequential write

SAMSUNG PRO PLUS WITH SD ADAPTER

Sony uHS-i claSS 10 u3 SDxc memory carD SF-ux/ux2 SerieS

SANDISK EXTREME PRO SDHC/SDXC UHS-I MEMORY CARD

3.87s

4.16s

STRONTIUM 128GB SDXC UHS-1 U3 NITRO PLUS CARD
4.35s

4.36s

Photo FPS test (in seconds) 
(lower is better)

SD cards are primarily used by photographers for their 

work. Naturally, we test our batch for its performance with 

a high-end camera. We used a Sony 7r II in burst mode at 

1/1000s, f3.5, ISO 3200, shooting at rAW + JPEG quality. 

Typically, data from the photos will go into the camera’s 

buffer before it moves into the SD card. Depending on the 

images’ file size and the camera used, the camera’s buffer 

can only take so much before it stops to finish its transfer 

into the equipped SD card. In this case, we chose a really 

powerful camera so the limitations would turn to the SD 

cards, instead.

      The shutter was held down until the camera stopped 

taking pictures, and the result of timing shows how long 

each respective SD card could go from the start of burst 

mode, until camera stopped to empty its buffer into the 

receiving card. The camera stopped at 22 frames each time 

the test concluded.

4K recording
This is the real reason why we chose the Sony 7r II – its 

support for uHS Speed Class 3 SD cards allows it to record 

in 4K resolution. For our test, we recorded a one minute-

long footage through each SD card, at the camera’s highest 

available 4K shooting format – 25p, 100Mbps, which 

translates to 3840 x 2160-pixel resolution at 25 frames per 

second. After each recording, we’d preview the footage 

to check for judder, tears, and other recording anomalies. 

We’re glad to say that all the cards did great for 4K, even if 

the results were predictable.

T E s T  -  bENcHMARKs
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ModEl

bUs ModE

REPoRTEd REAd 
sPEEd

REPoRTEd WRITE 
sPEEd

FoRMAT

sToRAgE

sPEEd clAss

PRIcE

Speed Class and uHS Speed Class symbols indicate minimum 

writing performance of your SD card. The Speed Class is denoted 

with a number inside a circle, and it’s the de-facto tell-tale number 

of the speed of your SD card. Typically, a Speed Class 10 card has a 

minimum serial data of 10MBps. Lower speeds are available, such 

as Speed Class 6 rated at 4MBps, although it’s outdated by today’s 

tech standards.

      The new ultra High Speed classification, known as uHS, is for 

uHS-compatible devices. It’s shown on the SD card with a tiny, 

angular u-shaped symbol with a number inside that determines its 

maximum speed. uHS Speed Class 3 SD cards in our shootout has 

a minimum serial data at 30MBps, and denotes the card meets 

requirements for 4K recording. The other speed, at uHS Speed 

Class 1, also has a minimum serial data of 10MBps, but that doesn’t 

mean Speed Class 10 and uHS Speed Class 1 is interchangeable 

since they are different formats. Getting the correct SD card with 

the correct device gives you the performance you need, and it’s 

particularly important if we are talking about 4K video recording. 

wHaT iS uHS SpeeD claSS 3?

sANdIsK ExTREME 
PRo sdHc/sdxc 

UHs-I MEMoRy cARd

128GB

SDXC

up to 95MB/s 
read speed

up to 90MB/s 
write speed 

uHS-I

uHS Speed Class 3 
Speed Class 10

uS$ 149.99

soNy UHs-I clAss 10 
U3 sdxc MEMoRy 
cARd sF-Ux/Ux2 

sERIEs

128GB

SDXC

up to 94MB/s 
read speed 

up to 70MB/s 
write speed

uHS-I

uHS Speed Class 3 
Speed Class 10

uS$ 134.99

sAMsUNg PRo PlUs 
WITH sd AdAPTER

128GB

SDXC

up to 95MB/s 
read speed 

up to 90MB/s 
write speed

uHS-I

uHS Speed Class 3
Speed Class 10

uS$ 149.99

sTRoNTIUM 128gb 
sdxc UHs-1 U3 NITRo 

PlUs cARd

128GB

SDXC

up to 80MB/s 
read speed 

up to 60MB/s 
write speed

uHS-I

uHS Speed Class 3 
Speed Class 10

uS$ 169.99

T E s T  -  sPEcIFIcATIoNs
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SanDiSK exTreme pro SDHc/SDxc uHS-i
In our synthetic benchmarks, the sandisk Extreme Pro sdHc/sdxc UHs-I sd card 

performed the fastest of them all. In real-world tests, it recorded 4K footage without 

judder, and plays it back smoothly, too. We could nitpick that it was actually the slowest 

in the RAW + JPEg shooting test, but the fraction of a second differences are mostly 

imperceptible; the sony being the only card that broke the four-second mark. The sandisk, 

however, is also the most affordable and that 20 percent price difference is significant. 

because of its combination of top-class data transfer rate and value, the sandisk Extreme 

pro is our clear winner.

TEsT

BeST
perFormance

thE BEst sd cARd is...



Sports are generally challenging to both 

mind and body, and those who observe 

the craft deserve to have their exploits jotted 

down for reference or bragging rights. Whether 

you’re trying to set a new personal record or just 

recording progress milestones, you’re going to 

need the right gadgets.

THe SmarT 
SporTSperSon’S 
guiDe To DeviceS
by Liu Hongzuo

g E E K  l I F E
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gARMIN EdgE 520
WWW.GArMIN.COM

Cyclists can check their performance with the 

Garmin Edge 520 bike computer. It reports 

cycling-specific VO2 max and recovery time by 

using statistics provided from your heart rate 

and power. As a tracker for serious bikers, it 

comes with a colored display and a proprietary 

app for recording stats. Stay in tune with 

your position using its GPS/GLONASS satellite 

tracking support. If all that is still too simple 

for you, you can try the Garmin premium 

membership for in-ride challenges.
 

UNdER ARMoR
sPEEdFoRM gEMINI 2
REcoRd-EQUIPPEd
WWW.uNDErArMOur.COM

These under Armor running shoes are 

technological marvels on their own, but the 

true running enthusiast would definitely want 

to take it further with their under Armor 

SpeedForm Gemini 2 smart trainers. The shoe 

itself tracks and stores virtually every running 

metric, allowing you to run without your phone. 

The running shoes will also remind you to get 

a new pair when you clock 400 miles, and the 

battery life on these kicks outlast its shoe life. 

It comes with a uA MapMyrun app that comes 

with more than 70 million routes built-in. 

TRAcE
WWW.TrACEuP.COM

The Trace Tracker is a dedicated waterproof 

action sports tracker, designed more for snow 

or water sports such as skiing, surfing, or 

kiteboarding. Its nine in-built sensors allows 

precision tracking down to the centimeter, and 

has an Auto GoPro Editing feature that makes 

it easy to overlay your sports data onto footage 

recorded using a GoPro camera. Data tracked 

by Trace includes the distance, ride time, 

maximum and average speed, calories burnt, 

and other specific statistics tailored to the 

action sport of your choice. uploading of data is 

done via a paired smartphone.

xMETRIcs
PRo
WWW.XMETrICS.IT

The XMetrics Pro is a professional for-athletes 

version of the swimming tracker. In addition to 

lap time, lap count, stroke count, and stroke 

rate found on the for-fitness version, this pro 

version also tracks breath count, distance 

per stroke, and gives you a stroke index to 

show how efficient of a swimmer you are. This 

tracker can help serious swimmers become 

faster and better. Feedback is given via its 

proprietary app, and you can share it with your 

friends or your swim coach. 

ToMToM
golFER
WWW.TOMTOM.COM 

Who would’ve thought that there’d even be 

a wearable that can improve your swing and 

your short game? The TomTom Golfer offers 

far more than keeping score and advice on 

getting the perfect swing. It also comes with 

Greenview, which lets you check out your 

terrain before taking a shot. The wearable also 

warns the user of possible course hazards, 

and notifies the golfer with the current green 

distances. The wearable comes pre-loaded with 

over 40,000 golf courses. Pair it with TomTom’s 

proprietary app, and your little wrist caddie will 

stay current on any course updates 

and changes.
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“No, hold off.”

That used to be our answer whenever someone 

asked us if they should buy a 4K TV. But, with the 

industry finally getting its act together, our stance has 

somewhat softened today. But before you dash out to 

buy one, let us tell you the caveats.

Text by Ng chong seng
Art Durection and illustration by Ken Koh
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ReSIST no moRe: 
4K IS The new 1080p
Because we all know how the HD vs. SD debate went.

Even if you aren’t the least bit interested 

in television tech, chances are, you’d 

have come across the term 4K one way 

or another.

      To the uninitiated, strictly speaking, a 4K TV 

with a resolution of 3840 x 2160 pixels (some call 

it 2160p) should really be called a uHD (ultra-

high-definition) TV or 4K uHD TV. This is to avoid 

confusion with the DCI (Digital Cinema Initiatives) 

spec, which governs digital cinema production and 

projection systems.

      under DCI, 4K is defined as having a resolution 

of 4096 x 2160 pixels. Many high-end home theater 

projectors, like those wallet-burning, five-figure 

ones from Sony, support this DCI 4K resolution. In 

fact, there are other 4K resolutions under the DCI 

spec, such as 4096 x 1716 and 3996 x 2160.

      Luckily for most consumers, there’s no 

need to know all these. Because most standard 

widescreen TVs use a 16:9 aspect ratio, there’s 

only one resolution that matters: 3840 x 2160.

      Of course, simply saying “a 4K TV has a 

resolution of three thousand eight hundred and 

forty by two thousand one hundred and sixty 

pixels” is not sexy, and, often times unhelpful for 

consumers. Which is why this sentence almost 

always appears in a 4K TV brochure or tutorial: A 

4K TV has four times the total number of pixels of 

a Full HD 1080p TV.

      So more pixels mean better picture, right? 

At least that’s what digital camera salesmen had 

been telling us all this while.

      Broadly speaking, that’s true. But, in reality, 

it’s complicated, and the current discussion on 

whether we can see the difference between 4K 

and 1080p harks back to the days of 1080p vs. 

720p, or even further back, HD vs. SD.

      Whether a picture looks good to you depends 

on three factors, and resolution is just one of 

them. The other two are the size of the screen, 

and the distance you’re sitting away from it.

      But, regardless of which side of the fence 

you’re on, the reality is that 4K TVs are already 

here, and they’re here to stay. All the heated 

exchanges we had over TV resolutions ten years 

ago should serve as a reminder. How many 720p 

or SD TVs do you see in stores today? Like it 

or not, the industry – Hollywood, the content 

producers, the broadcasters, the TV makers – is 

the one that determines if 4K is ready, not us.

      With that in mind, as smart consumers, the 

more important question here is knowing when is 

the right time to buy a 4K TV. And if you do make 

the jump, what are the traps to look out for?

4K
3840 x 2160hD

1920 x 1080
SD
720 x 576
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The inconvenient 
truth about screen 
size and viewing 
distance
To enjoy 4k, our recommendations are 
simple: bigger or closer. or both, if you can 
afford the price and the space.

you can see from the diagram of optimum viewing distances that you’re advised to 
sit closer for 4k sets compared to 1080p. This is so you can see the extra details the 
4k resolution brings. If you’re able to sit close enough, then the visual difference is 
definitely noticeable.
      But not everyone can or wants to sit that close, which is why 4k TV manufacturers 
are churning out larger and larger sets. But get this: if the best you can afford 
between yourself and the TV is two meters, you’ll need at least a 70-inch 4k TV. For 
many people, that’s easily out of their budget.
      As such, from a picture quality standpoint, we’ll never recommend a 42-inch 
4k TV, even for bedroom use. Simply because sitting a meter away from a TV is 
downright impractical. Unless you’ve gotten a super-sweet deal, you’re better off 
buying a 1080p set.
      If you think that the distances we’ve listed here seem further than what many 
companies and distance calculators on the web recommend, that’s because they are. 
These are the distances that we’ve chosen and stuck to when we review TVs, because 
we found them to be a happy medium. you, too, should experiment for yourself. The 
only rule of thumb is not to sit so far back that you lose the details, nor too close that 
the pixels become visible and distracting.

75”
70”

65”
60”

55”
50”

46”
42”1.2m (4K) - 1.7m (1080p)

1.3m (4K) - 1.9m (1080p)

1.4m (4K) - 2.1m (1080p)

1.5m (4K) - 2.3m (1080p)

1.7m (4K) - 2.5m (1080p)

1.8m (4K) - 2.7m (1080p)

2.0m (4K) - 2.9m (1080p)

2.1m (4K) - 3.2m (1080p)
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W
e’ve been writing about 4K TVs 

for four years now, and in each 

of these years, we lauded the 

picture quality but lamented the 

immaturity of standards and lack of content.

 For example, if you bought a 4K TV before 2014, 

there’s a high chance that it had HDMI 1.4 video 

inputs. While HDMI 1.4 supports 3840 x 2160 

and 4096 x 2160-pixel resolutions, its insufficient 

bandwidth means it can only pump out these two 

4K resolutions at up to 30 and 24fps, respectively.

      The solution is HDMI 2.0, which enables full 

4K at up to 60fps. TV companies started offering 

it in their 2014 lineups, although it was a feature 

reserved mostly for the premium models. In 2016, 

HDMI 2.0 is standard on most name brand 4K sets. 

And, in our opinion, it’s a must-have today.

      But, standards are always in flux, and it gets 

messy when you throw things like high-dynamic-

range into the mix. First seen on a handful of high-

end Samsung and Sony TVs last year, HDr delivers 

The (SomewhaT) 
STabILIzaTIon of 4K 
STanDaRDS
This means 2016 is the year to get that 4k TV.

pictures so much richer in color and contrast that 

many sees it (and not the 4K resolution) as the 

killer feature of 4K TVs.

      But, the problem is, not every 4K TV can pull off 

4K HDr correctly. The new ultra HD Premium logo 

introduced by the uHD Alliance, which comprises 

of several major studios, content companies, and 

TV makers, should go a long way in addressing 

consumers’ confusion, especially for those looking 

to splurge on a high-end set. In a nutshell, if 

you see this badge on a 4K TV, it means that it 

has met the coalition’s stringent guidelines for 

picture quality (resolution, color space, HDr, peak 

brightness, black level, etc.), and will also play 

nice with 4K content from streaming services like 

Netflix and Amazon.

      For those who prefer physical discs, the ultra 

HD Blu-ray spec (with support for HDr and wide 

color gamut technologies) was confirmed last May. 

Add another few months for manufacturers to 

apply for a licence and finalize the hardware, then, 

realistically, it’ll only be this year that we start to 

see ultra HD Blu-ray players and discs popping up 

on shelves. There’s a catch, however: For a 4K TV 

to support HDr signals from a uHD Blu-ray player, 

it needs an HDMI 2.0a input.

      We’ll be blunt here: If you’ve bought a 4K TV in 

2014 or earlier, it’s already obsolete. But, if you’ve 

resisted 4K until now, then it’s good for you, as 

greater standardization makes it more compelling 

to take the plunge.
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Deciphering 
the 4K 
alphabet 
soup
4k and UHD aren’t the 
only terms you need to 
acquaint yourself with 
when shopping for a 4k 
TV. Here are three more 
you need to know.

HDMI 2.0a
As mentioned earlier, HDMI 2.0 is a must-have if buying a 4k TV 
today, simply because 4k/60p content is set to become the norm 
soon. But, if you want to enjoy HDR and wide color gamut from 
Ultra HD Blu-rays, you should look out for 4k TVs with HDMI 
2.0a inputs. The same goes for A/V receivers. The good news is, 
you won’t need any new HDMI cables; the standard High Speed 
HDMI cable will work just fine. 

HDcP 2.2
Most 4k TVs support HDcP, which stands for High-bandwidth 
Digital content Protection, but only the more recent ones 
come with HDcP 2.2, the latest generation content protection 
mechanism. Avoiding problems like a blank screen when a 
source device (e.g., a UHD Blu-ray player) is sending protected 
4k signals to a non-HDcP-2.2 TV is why we consider this feature 
a must-have in our books, too.

HeVc
Because of its high efficiency, HeVc (High efficiency Video 
coding) or H.265, has become the go-to compression scheme for 
4k streaming services from netflix and Amazon. A good majority 
of 4k TVs launched in 2015 have built-in HeVc decoding, but 
the same can’t be said for the 2013 and 2014 models. If your TV 
supports VP9, that’s even better, because that’s the codec that 
youTube uses for its 4k videos.

HDR format war: 
HDR 10 vs.  

Dolby Vision

on the surface, it looks like HDR 10, which is backed by 
the uHD Alliance and the Society of Motion Picture & 
Television engineers (SMPTe), and a requirement for 
4K Blu-ray authoring, is the winning HDR format here 
–  but, in reality, there’s actually another compelling 
format that’s lurking.
      That other HDR format is Dolby vision. It’s a strong 
contender because it has the ability to handle a 12-bit 
color depth – that’s 68 billion colors! – and much 

higher peak brightness than what HDR 10 offers (only 
10-bit and 1000 nits). And, since CeS 2016, we know it’s 
been gaining new supporters fast, from studios (e.g., 
MGM, Sony Pictures, universal, Warner Bros), streaming 
services (e.g., Netflix, vudu), to Tv manufacturers.
      To support Dolby vision, however, Tv sets need a 
separate decoder. At the moment, only a handful of 
high-end sets from LG, Philips, and TCL support both 
HDR 10 and Dolby vision.
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The yeaR SUhD anD 
oLeD CoLLIDe

yup, it’s lG vs. Samsung again.

For several years, TV makers have been 

giving us features that we didn’t ask for 

(3D) and solutions to problems that we 

didn’t have (curved TVs). Bereft of ideas, 

many turned to industrial design, tempting us with 

super-thin profiles, near-invisible bezels, exotic 

finishes, etc. Hand to heart, if you’ve bought a TV in 

the last four years, how much of that decision was 

based on how it looked standing in the living room 

turned off, versus how it looked playing a video?

      But, just like how the who’s who in the TV and 

movie industries miraculously came together in 

2015 to form the uHD Alliance, there are signs that 

TV makers are getting their act together, especially 

with regards to picture quality.

      For Samsung, that means SuHD, a marketing 

name reserved only for its highest-end Tizen-

powered 4K TVs. In fact, all Samsung SuHD TVs are 

LED-backlit LCD TVs, but what makes them stand 

out is their use of quantum dots (nanocrystals of 

a type of semiconducting material) to generate 

wider color gamuts. All this is part of the bigger 4K 

play, of course – as you know by now, the industry 

has decided that uHD isn’t just about resolution – 

it’s about lifelike colors, as well.

      Samsung isn’t the only one obsessed with 

improving color. LG has its own Super uHD series, 

and leading the charge this year against Samsung’s 

KS9500 SuHD TV is the uH950T. Generic HDr 10 

support aside comes the LG Super uHD TV and 

Dolby Vision out of the box, which is a really smart 

move when you consider that the LG TVs don’t 

house the processing chips in an easily swappable 

breakout box like the Samsung SuHD TVs.

      That said, with the KS9500 claiming a near-

complete DCI-P3 coverage (only about 90 percent 

for the uH950T), perhaps Samsung SuHD’s true 

battle this year is with LG’s OLED TVs, which boast 

99 percent DCI-P3 coverage. Surely, coupled with 

OLED’s much-vaunted infinitely deep blacks, this 

should be an easy win for LG, right?

       On paper, maybe. In the real world, though, 

it’s not that clear cut. For one, LG’s OLED TVs have 

a peak brightness of about 600cd/m2, compared 

to 1000cd/m2 for Samsung’s SuHD LCD TVs. So, 

there’s certainly a case to be made that the former 

excels for the minority who can afford a room with 

low ambient light and the latter for the majority 

who can’t. The jury is also out on whether OLED’s 

lower brightness would negatively affect HDr 

viewing experience. And, then, there’s the price. 

LG’s best OLED TV, the Signature G6, can be some 

40 percent more expensive than the Samsung 

KS9500. Ouch! 
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What do I 
need to 

stream 4K?

First off, you need a 4K Tv capable of handling 4K 
streams. Most recent 4K Tvs should be compatible with 
Netflix 4K, assuming they support HevC. A few 2014 
models didn’t, and, as far as we know, none of the 2013 
models did.
      If you’re stuck with a non-HevC 4K Tv, one way out 
is to get a media player, like Philips’ uHD 880 or Sony’s 
FMP-X5, but good luck finding either of them here. 
      of course, you’ll also need a fast broadband 

connection to stream 4K. While Netflix only lists 5Mbps 
for a HD stream, it recommends 25Mbps for uHD. If 
you’re on a fiber optic connection, then you should 
be fine, and, in fact, you have sufficient bandwidth for 
multiple streams.
      Perhaps the biggest problem here is with regards to 
local catalog. To get to the latest overseas content, many 
Netflix subscribers use proxies. Netflix, however, is 
actively blocking such workarounds.

o 4K content, 
where art 
thou?
Finding good 4k content to sink 
your teeth into is hard, but at 
least we now have a clearer idea 
when they’re coming and in 
what form they’ll arrive. Here are 
a few ways to watch 4k video.

Upscaled 4k video
All this while, I’ve been wishing early adopters good luck 
finding 4k content. TV manufacturers recognize the problem, 
too, which is why most 4k TVs advertise their ability to upscale 
existing content to 4k, alhough some brands do it better than 
others (hence all the marketing talk on video processors and 
algorithms). In general, upscaled 4k never really look good. If 
you must upscale, at least start with 1080p content.

4k streaming services
Versus 2014, there are now more 4k streaming services (with 
both normal 4k and 4k HDR) to choose from, such as Amazon, 
netflix, Sony, UltraFlix, Vudu, and youTube. Among them, we 
believe netflix will continue to be the most popular, especially 
after its aggressive expansion into 130 new countries earlier this 
year, and its eagerness to work with TV makers like lG to ensure 
users don’t need to jump through hoops to get its service.

Ultra HD Blu-ray
With much higher bit rates and lower compression, 4k Blu-rays 
are the obvious choice if you seek the highest 4k quality. Warner 
Bros., Fox, Sony, and Paramount have all announced their first 
4k Blu-ray releases, with more expected to follow. But, don’t 
expect early titles to be cheap, since a 4k Blu-ray title typically 
costs twice the price of its 1080p release. The other hurdle 
is you need a 4k Blu-ray player, like Samsung’s UBD-k8500. 
Unfortunately, early 4k Blu-ray players won’t support Dolby 
Vision. If you must have an HDR 10/Dolby Vision-enabled player, 
it’s safer to wait till 2017.



Adobe Photoshop Fix is a new, free mobile application 

for phones and tablets that currently runs on iOS 

(expect it soon on Android), but has 

powerful features from the desktop version 

of Adobe Photoshop that are designed 

for editing and retouching your photos. 

      We’ve got Paul Burnett, Principal 

APAC Evangelist, Adobe Systems 

with us again this month to take 

us through its main features. 

Contributed by Paul Burnett 

Edited by Marcus Wong

iNtRodUciNG 
AdoBE 
PhotoshoP Fix
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      When you first open Photoshop Fix, you can use the tutorial files to get you 

started or start a new project by taking an image with the camera, or opening 

an image from the camera roll, your Creative Cloud files, Lightroom, Facebook 

or Dropbox.

I opened this image from my Creative Cloud files and was presented with 10 

tools at the bottom of the screen.

      Before I start, let’s look at the common controls in each section. You can 

undo and redo using the buttons at the top right, and view the image full-

screen. You can also see “before” and “after” together using the button at the 

top left, and commit or reject the changes using the cross and tick buttons at 

the bottom. Zooming in and out using the usual two-finger gestures works too.

I’m going to lift the exposure just a tiny bit by shifting the slider to the right 

and increase the contrast quite a bit by shifting it more to the right. I’m also 

going to clean up the background by lifting the highlights. Once happy, I’ll 

commit to the changes by tapping the tick on the lower right.

1. Let’s start with the Adjust tool to get the levels and contrast close to 

where I want.

Whether you have just snapped a selfie or landscape, just about any 

photo can be “fixed” like a pro, even on your phone or tablet. 

      For the purposes of this tutorial, I have chosen to use Adobe Photoshop Fix 

and an old photograph of my wife’s mother. It was taken many years ago and 

the print is showing many signs of aging, so I want to bring it back to life and 

restore it.
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2. Now, for the fun bit. There are a lot of scratches on the photo and a stamp 

at the bottom that I want to get rid of, so I’m going to use the Healing section. 

For this image, I think I can get away with just using the spot healing tool. 

Some tips for using it – get the size of your brush and hardness right (softer 

edges are often better to blend the changes in), and zoom your image in to get 

more control. 

      Let’s start with removing the stamp. Just draw over the bits you want to fix 

with your finger. If it doesn’t work correctly the first time, touch it some more 

or undo and try again.
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Moving on to the face – there are a number of scratches and a rough patch 

near the nose. As before, zoom and move. It’s always good to hit the “before” 

and “after” buttons to see your progress. After removing a few spots from the 

background, I’m pretty happy with it, so I’ll commit to the changes again.

Now, for the hair. Zoom in and use little touches for this. Once you finish a 

section, move the image and keep going. A minute or two and the hair is done.

The skin in the old image has become a bit rough, so I am going to use the 

smooth tool to fix it. This time with a larger brush and gentle strokes.

I have also noticed that the makeup under the left eye looks pretty dark so I 

will use the lighten tool to fix it. This step took me four or five times to get it 

right, undoing each time and hitting the before and after buttons.

My background is almost totally white now, but it has a few rough spots. I 

could fix this in a few ways, but I’m going to use the Paint tool. Pick the color 

of the white background, paint over the rough areas, and then commit again.

3. Next, I am just going to jump back into Adjust again because I want to 

make it totally black and white, and remove the old photo sepia tinge.

4. Next, I am going to use the defocus tool to give it a little tighter depth of 

field by blurring the back shoulder.
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Almost done. I’m going to add a subtle vignette to make her pop out a little 

using the Vignette tool. I can adjust the inner and outer vignette rings and 

choose a color.

I’m not going to commit to these last changes, as I think she looked great 

before, but you can see the power of Photoshop Fix. Think of doing this to a 

selfie!

      Now, you can easily post the image to social media or to the desktop 

version of Photoshop (if you’re a Creative Cloud member), where it non-

destructively maintains all the edits to adjust if necessary.

5. First, I can make changes to the nose. Then, I can adjust the shape of the 

face and then the eyes. Lastly, I can adjust the mouth, making her look more 

serious or smile more, the width and even the lip sizes. 

Well, I’m pretty much done except for using the most powerful tool in 

Photoshop Fix – the liquify tool. All I can say here is that with great power 

comes great responsibility, and you should use this with caution! (And, maybe, 

don’t use it on your mother-in-law’s photo.) That said, I’m going to throw 

caution to the wind in order to show you its real power.

      The Liquify tool has the usual Photoshop tools of Warp, Swell, and Twirl, but 

it also does facial recognition. If I click on the Face button, Photoshop Fix can 

recognize the mouth, nose, eyes, and cheeks, and I can manipulate each one 

to totally change the face.
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Qualcomm has a lot riding on its new flagship Snapdragon 820 SoC. After a troubled run 

with the Snapdragon 810 that saw it grapple with overheating and thermal throttling, the 

company trotted out the Snapdragon 820, which it said had been designed from the ground up 

to improve performance, power efficiency, and the overall user experience.

      Many manufacturers clearly agreed. At MWC 2016, Qualcomm had a sweep of all the major smartphone launches, turning up in flagships from brands like 

Samsung, LG, and Xiaomi. As testament to the amount of effort it put into the chip, Qualcomm even announced individual components separately so it could 

properly highlight their capabilities.

      If you’re holding out for a flagship device upgrade later this year, here’s a look at the different components of Snapdragon 820’s heterogeneous computing 

architecture, which comprises different functional cores working together for better performance.

SnapDragon 
820: 
wHaT’S new in 
Qualcomm’S 
FlagSHip Soc? 
Return of the Soc king.
 by Koh Wanzi

QUAd-coRE KRyo cPU 
More cores isn’t always better. Kryo is Qualcomm’s first custom-designed 

64-bit CPu core that has been engineered expressly to work with the other 

elements of the SoC, and the Snapdragon 820 has four of these.

      They are split into two dual-core clusters that are optimized to operate 

at different frequencies and power levels. The two cores in the lower power 

cluster operate up to 1.6GHz and share a 512KB L2 cache, while the other two 

in the high-performance cluster can go up to 2.2GHz and share a larger 1MB 

L2 cache.

      The benefit of a dual-cluster design like this is that they can split workloads 

according to how demanding they are. So, if the phone was running low-

intensity tasks like web surfing or texting, the low-power cluster would fire up. 

But launch a graphically intensive game, and the performance-oriented cluster 

would take over. The overall result of this is lower consumption and better 

battery life. 

      Furthermore, Kryo is based on Samsung’s efficient 14nm Low Power Plus 

FinFET process, so overheating issues should be a thing of the past.

AdRENo 530 gPU 
This is Qualcomm’s highest performing GPu, which can reportedly deliver up 

to 40 percent more performance than the Adreno 430 GPu on the Snapdragon 

810. In fact, Qualcomm is also claiming a similar 40 percent reduction in power 

consumption compared to the previous generation chip, so you should be able 

to run more demanding games for longer periods of time. 

     The GPu operates between 133MHz and 634MHz, and features small 

architectural tweaks over the Adreno 430 for further improvements. For 

instance, it now makes better use of data compression when handling and 

moving data around in order to lower power consumption. Video processing 

is also another area where Qualcomm has achieved marked increases in 

compute performance, up to 2.5x better than the Adreno 400 series GPu.

      The Adreno 530 will also support Vulkan 1.0, the recently-released cross-

platform, open-source API. Vulkan gives game and application developers 

explicit control over the GPu’s resources, allowing them to leverage multi-

threaded architectures more effectively. In addition, support for Vulkan, 

thus, positions Snapdragon 820-equipped phones to enjoy the improved 

performance and experience offered by applications that use Vulkan.
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Performance Power

snapdragon 810: Adreno 430 snapdragon 820: Adreno 530
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After

sPEcTRA IsP 
The Spectra ISP supports three simultaneous cameras (one front, two rear) at up to 25 megapixels and at 30fps with no shutter lag. It also features 14-bit dual 

ISPs that can offer more natural skin tones in photos. In addition, it utilizes a flexible hybrid autofocus framework and multi-sensor fusion algorithms for the next 

generation of computational photography.

      Scenes with challenging lighting are also a strength of the Spectra ISP, and it supports technologies like dynamic Local Tone Mapping that remaps tones upon 

each other to simulate the appearance of HDr images and boost detail in scenes with a wide dynamic range.

x12 lTE ModEM 
The integrated X12 LTE modem is the first to support up to 600Mbps Cat 12 LTE 

in the downlink, and up to 150Mbps Cat 13 LTE in the uplink. It also supports 

LTE-u – a technology that attempts to boost downlink speeds by utilizing the 

unlicensed 5GHz spectrum that has been traditionally used by Wi-Fi.

      On top of that, you get support for 2x2 Mu-MIMO for 802.11ac Wi-Fi and 

support for 802.11ad connectivity, which is a new wireless standard that 

operates in the 60GHz band and can deliver multi-gigabit speeds for ultra-high 

bandwidth applications.

HExAgoN 680 dsP 
The Hexagon 680 DSP comprises three parts for different, specialized tasks: 

one for processing audio, voice, images, and other low-power compute tasks, 

a “low-power island” for specially designated sensors, and a third modem DSP 

that handles global LTE and tasks like carrier aggregation. 

      This is the first time Qualcomm has implemented a completely separate 

DSP for sensor processing with the “low-power island,” which can improve 

the battery life of devices during always-on scenarios. For instance, when it is 

being used as an activity tracker. 

      In addition, Qualcomm is citing extra horsepower, thanks to something 

called Hexagon Vector eXtensions (HVX). HVX supports advanced imaging and 

computer vision when paired with the Spectra ISP. So if you wanted to snap a 

picture in a poorly-lit room, the SoC would use both ISP and DSP to brighten 

areas of photos on-the-fly that would otherwise be too dark.

before

AdRENoTM cPU
(games, gUI, gPgPU compute) 

coMPUTE dsP
HVx (Vector Extensions 

coprocessor)

(low Power compute, 

Audio 
Voice, Image/Video 

Processing, 
computer Vision)

cPU complex

coMPUTINg ENgINEs

cEllUlAR
Modem dsP

MUlTIMEdIA ENgINEs

Video
(Playback, broadcast, 

streaming, camcorder, 
Video conference) 

Imaging
(IsP, JPEg, Image 

Quality Enhancement) 

display
(display composition, 

Wireless display, Picture 
Quality Improvement) 

system security
(snapdragon studioAccessTM 

content protection, security 
for Enterprise and byod) 

Memory 

locATIoN
iZatTM 

low Power 
Island

(Always-on sensors)

low Power dsP

The lg g5 is just one of the latest flagships to feature the snapdragon 820.
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Eight months since its launch, Windows 10 is now active on over 270 

million devices. Coming this summer, a free Anniversary update will 

pack a slew of new features to further improve the experience. Here are our 

top five.
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winDowS 10 
anniverSary 
upDaTe: Top 5 
Free updates to look forward to this summer.
 by Ng Chong Seng

WINdoWs HEllo  
IN MIcRosoFT EdgE 
In addition to letting you securely 

sign-in to your Windows 10 devices and 

access business networks via biometric 

authentication, Windows Hello is also 

coming to the Edge browser, enabling 

you to do password-less sign-ins to your 

favorite websites. This experience is 

powered by an early implementation of 

the Web Authentication spec.

other than device sign-in, you can soon do website authentication with Windows Hello.

bAsH oN UbUNTU  
oN WINdoWs 
If you’re a Windows developer who uses 

a wide range of Linux tools, and finds it 

a hassle to alternate between Linux and 

Windows boxes, the ability to run Bash 

shell in Windows is a godsend. unlike 

virtual machine or compiled software 

solutions like Cygwin, you get a native 

experience because actual ubuntu Linux 

binaries are now running on Windows.

bash shell on Windows –  what a time to be alive.
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A MoRE
HElPFUl coRTANA 
For regions that support it, the Cortana 

personal assistant will soon be able 

to proactively make suggestions 

throughout your day. It’ll also be 

available above the lockscreen, giving 

you quicker access to common tasks. 

And because Action Center is moving to 

the cloud, you can even reply to a text 

message on your Android phone with 

your PC.

All-NEW WINdoWs
INK ExPERIENcE 
For users who use a digital pen or stylus, 

Microsoft is introducing Windows Ink, an 

all-new experience that enables you to 

write or doodle easily in Windows 10, be 

it in existing apps like Maps, Microsoft 

Edge, and Office, or new ones like Sticky 

Notes and Sketchpad. And to put these 

tools within easy reach, they can be 

found in the new Ink Workplace pane.

UNIVERsAl APPs
oN xbox oNE 
Background music and Cortana are 

among the two new features coming 

to Xbox One. In the performance 

department, Microsoft has also 

promised better support for multiple 

GPus and the ability to turn off VSync. 

As universal Windows apps are coming 

to the console, Microsoft is also merging 

the Xbox app store with the Windows 

app store.

Just say “Hey cortana” to activate the personal assistant on the lockscreen.

during inking, you also have access to tools like a digital ruler.

Forza Motorsport 6: Apex for Windows 10 is built on the Universal Windows Platform.





HARDWAReZone PHILs. CoRP.
Unit B-2, Topy Main Building, No. 3 Economia Street, 

Bagumbayan, Quezon City 1110, Philippines

Save 20% off the newstand’s price!
Pay only PhP 1,536 for 12 issues instead of PhP 1,920!
Each subscription entitles you to a lucky draw!
Free delivery to your mailbox!
Never miss any of our issues!

Get smart now and pay only PhP 1,536 for 12 issues when you 
subscribe to HWM today. You’ll get every issue delivered fresh and 
straight to your own mailbox!

sUBscRiBE
To hwM now
anD yoU saVe 20%
Pay onLy PhP 1,536 for 12 issues!

ExtRA
Benefits

when you
subscribe

To hwM

Subscribe today and you might be the lucky winner of a 

Thule Vectros 13” Macbook Pro Retina bumper as 

a bonus to a fresh year’s supply of HWM! This offer is available up 

until June 30, 2016 only, so hurry!



Subscribing to HWM is a steal of a deal! Not 

only do you get 20% savings for a monthly 

serving of good reads, you can also win cool 

stuff, just like Elena Lamayo who won a 

Thule Atmos X5 smartphone case as a 

bonus to her year-long subscription!PhP 768* PhP 1,536* PhP 3,072*Rate (Tick One)

Enclosed is my check payment made payable to: HardwareZone Philippines corp.

TERMs ANd coNdITIoNs
• For inquiries and detailed instructions on how to subscribe to HWM,
   please contact HardwareZone Philippines Corp. at (632) 634-9179.
• Subscription rates may change without prior notice.

• Please allow 3 or 4 weeks of processing time.
• Subscriber will be updated about his/her subscription status through telephone.
• Rates stated in this form are for addresses in Metro Manila only.
• For provincial subscription rates, please add PhP 100.00 per issue.

Fold Here

12 issUEs!
Pay onLy PhP 1,536 FoR

sTeP 1
YES! SUBSCRIBE TO HWM PHILIPPINES!
I want to subscribe to HWM starting from the next available issue.

sTeP 2
YOUR DETAILS

TeLL Us
MoRe
aboUT 
yoURseLVes



The Internet constantly changes, and as its capabilities expand, so do ours. With 
the advent of new means to stay connected with people, such as social networking, 

microblogging, and media streaming, the Hardware Zone team maximizes them to deliver to you 
the latest and most relevant updates from the IT and consumer electronics world in real time!

We Do WEB 2.0!

Be A Fan! Be A Friend!
With a user base of over 800 million people and growing, Facebook is today’s 

most excellent avenue to reach diverse audiences. Our Facebook pages serve 
as a melting pot of updates from HWM Philippines and HardwareZone.com.ph. 
www.facebook.com/HWM.Philippines and www.facebook.com/HardwareZonePH

Follow Us!
Short, sweet, and simple – these are words that exactly describe the Twitter 

phenomenon and why around 300 million registered users across the globe love it. 
Harnessing this straightforward style, we serve you tech news hot off the press. 
www.twitter.com/HardwareZonePH

We Broadcast!
If pictures are worth a thousand words, then videos speak volumes. Our 

YouTube channel showcases footage from recent events, product test shots, 
and more. The real celebrities are the technologies and innovations. 
www.youtube.com/HardwareZonePH

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Win this!Win This!
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Terms and Conditions  •  This contest is open to all HWM readers except staff of Hardware Zone Phils. Corp.  •  The qualifying period for this contest is until 
30 June 2016.  •  Only the winner(s) of the contest will be notified via email.  •  Winners are given 15 days to respond to the notification email and another 
15 days since replying to claim their respective prizes. Prizes not claimed within this period will be forfeited.  •  Selection panel’s decisions are final and 
no correspondence will be entertained.  •  Only one (1) entry per reader in a particular contest.  •  Should the specified prize be no longer available (e.g., 
phased out), the contest sponsor may change the prize to another product of similar or equal value.  •  By sending in your entries, you are agreeing to 
the above-mentioned terms and conditions.

The HWM Team congratulates 
Michael Anthony A. Mojica, 

the winner of ye!! ibrary and 
sudio Klang earphones from 

our May issue contest.

How do you get this prize? You just have to answer the 
question: What’s the coolest thing you did this summer? Send 
in your reply via email to editor.ph@hwzcorp.com together 
with your name, address, and telephone number. 

For more information about the product, visit  
www. tclphilippines.com.

With the hot and scorching days brought by the summer, 
we all long for the comforting breeze that the approaching 
rainy season will bring. To make your cool days even cooler, 
we’re giving away one unit of Tac-12cwm/i manual air 
conditioner. This TCL Window Type Air Conditioner is 
equipped with 1.5 horsepower and an efficient cooling 
system that can easily ease heat and humidity of up to two 
rooms. Plus, its energy efficiency feature, easy to clean filter, 
multiple adjustable panels, and automatic air swing will give 
you the convenient cooling experience you need.






